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T. Rist th February 1967.
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Mr. s. R. Gop* 28th fbruary 1967.

Leonard Riot

Bonds*

Herewith two tables showing the most rocent available yields
of publicly issued bonds of our =mbr countries in Biwopean and U.S.
markets. They axe based on material provided by the statistical offis
of the Reonomi s Department.
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MEw pp962-1977 94.OO 6.0k

Ou"O (only provincial bonds) *

?oiel . O $-3/8, $15,0,CO0,
April 9, 1963-1971 38.(k 6.92

Gaovrmmt of FMland, %, *15,,OO0,
oetabor 19, 1965-1980 %.6.$ 6.95

-

state of Isra. Third D olopamt lss, 4%,
#WQOOOOOO, fTbrar 1196-M h 1,197/1979 90.00 5.29

Jamie&

Oover.nnt of Jawde&, 6-3/4,% $7,500,000,
J4Uqry 12,1966-1981 89.2" 8.05

JapM Developmt Rw*k, 6, $20,000,000,
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Extract from:

US AID PROPOSED ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS for 1967

IRAN.

Iran's improved economic position has permitted a
substantial reduction in U.S. assistance over the course of
the past five years,,

With AID help, the government has established an

agricultural extension service in addition to rural and
urban health services. Schools of medicine, nursing,
veterinary medicine, industrial and agricultural vocational
training, and teacher training have been developed. In the

case of teachers alone, graduates of AID-assisted schools
now account for 44 percent of the national total.

Iran has undertaken a land redistribution program
which is breaking down the old feudal structure It is

using army conscripts to teach villagers to read and write

and to improve their standards of hygiene-

Rising oil revenues, exceeding $500 million this year
(compared with $350 million four years ago),are now financing
the development program. Government expenditures for
development average $250 million annually.

Economic improvements will _permitAID to terminate
concessional lending to Iran after fiscal year 1966, but

the technical cooperation program will continue through

fiscal year 1968 to complete existing programs and finance

analyses of specific development sectors preparatory to the
formulation of the Fourth Plan. The $1.4 million program
proposed for fiscal year 1967 includes assistance to a
vocational training school, training of extension workers,

and support of the government's drive to increase yields of
citrus fruits, sugar beets, oil seeds, and forage crops.
The University of Pennsylvania will continue to assist the
medical school of Pahlavi University under an AID-financed

contract.
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Main bond issues for whi h Banque Lambert ha acted as leader

of the unde e

PETROFINA (x) 1957 $ 25 million 20 years 5 1/2 to Exchange option in BF,
7 1/2 % DM, SwF Dutch guilders

REGIE des TELEGRAPHES
et des TELEPHONES (xx) 1958 $ 22 million
(guarantor : ( 12m.serial notes 3 to 5 years 5 %
Kingdom of Belgium) ( 10m. 15 years 5 1/2 %

SABENA AIRLINES 1959 $ 10 million 15 years 5 3/4 % Exchange option in DM
(guarantor :
Kingdom of Belgium)

RESETTLEMENT FUND OF
THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE 1959 $ 10 million of

equiv. in DM
( 2.8 m.serial notes 2-3-4-5 yrs 5 No exchange option
( 7.2 m. 15 years 5 1/2% )

FONDS DES ROUTES 1959 $ 30 million 15 years 5 3/4 % Exchange option in DM
(guarantor :
Kingdom of Belgium)

RESETTLEMENT FUND OF 1961 $ 10 million or
THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE equiv. in DM

2.4 m. serial rotes 2-3-4 yrs 5 % No exchange option
7.6 million 15 years 5 1/2% )

BELGIAN RAILWAYS 1961 $ 23 million or
(guarantor : equiv. in DM
Kingdom of Belgium) ( 3 m.serial notes 2-3-4 yrs 5 %

($20 million 15 years 5 1/4 % Exchange option in DM

(x) : co-leader with Banque de la Soci4t6 G6n6rale de Belgique
(xx): co-leader with Blyth and Co



OFFICE NATIONAL DE 1962 $ 6million 15 years 5 1/2 %
PENSIONS DES TRAVAIL-
LEURS INDEPENDANTS
(guarantor:
Kingdom of Belgium)

INTERESSENTSKABET 1963 7 million
VESTKRAFT ELEKTRICI- ( 1 m.serial notes 4-5 years 5 1/4 %
TETSSELSKAB (guar. ( 6 million 15 years 5 1/2 %

Kingdom of Denmark)

SANYO SPECIAL STEEL 1963 $ 5 million 7 years 6 1/2% Minus 10% Japanese

(guarantor: Mitsubi&s'i withholding tax.
Bank)

IMATRAN VOIMA 1963 EPU units of account 15 years 6 %
(guarantor: 5 million
Republic of Finland)

RESETTLEMENT FUND OF 1963 5.5 million
COUNCIL OF EUROPE ( im. serial notes 4-5 years 5 %

4.5 million 15 years 5 1/2 %

CASSA per il MEZZO- 1963 EPU units of account
GIORNO (guarantor: 18 million
Republic of Italy) ( 2 m. serial notes 2-3-4-5 yrs 5 1/4 %

16 million 15 years 5 1/2 %

BANCO DE FOMENTO 1963 EPU units of account
NACIONAL (guarantor: 13 million
Republic of Portugal)(*) 3 m. serial notes 3-4-5 yrs 5 1/4 %

R 10 million 15 years 5 1/

TEIJIN LIMITED (*) 1964 $ 10 million 20 years 6 1/4 % Minus 10% Japanese

Convertible debentures withholding tax.

Co-leader with Kredietbank and Socidt
4 Belge de Banque

Co-leader with Blyth and C* and the Nomura Securities 
Ltd.
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RESETTLEMENT FUND OF
COUNCIL OF EUROPE 1964 $ 5.5 million 15 years 5 3/4 %

I.R.I. (x) 1964 $ 25 million 15 years 5 3/4 %
ISTITUTO per la with warrants attached
RICOSTRUZIONE INDUSTRIALE

Brussels, July 1st, 1964
SMH/SLP

(x) co-leader with Carl M. Loeb, Rhoades and Co, M. Samuel and Co.Limited and Berliner Handels-Gesellschaft
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EXTRACTS from E.D.s MEETINGS

February 9, 1965

Market eligible - Docts. 65/9 of January 25
Review first quarter of 1967

Mr. WOODS says also: "5-% is a low rate compared with what most
borrowers from the Bank would have to pay in private markets, at home and
abroad. At the same time it yields the Bank substantial earnings and it
has been accepted as a sound and conservative rate by the financial markets
to which we look for our funds."

February 10, 1966

Mr. WOODS feels that standard rate of interest should be increased
to 6%: 1. It was 51% since September 1962;

2. In the countries where we borrow, rates have increased since then
by 1% and 3%;

3. Many governments in Europe pay 6b% or more to borrow their own
currencies in their own markets, some pay close to 8%;

4. Interamerican Bank charges 6% to 72% on its loans;

5. European Investment Bank charges 61 to 6 3/4%;

6. Our Canadian issue will cost us about 6%;

7. Increasing our loan interest should enable us to increase our
sales of portions of loans.

"The best way to get a maximum IDA pool, in my judgment, is to continue
to run the affairs of the Bank itself in a fashion that will be widely
regarded as intelligent and businesslike."

Yardstick:
"At all times, the rate of interest charged by the Bank should have

the relationship of 1 to 1J% higher than the best judgment of the cost of
borrowed money by the Bank".

"Interest rate in an institution of this sort is something that is
not susceptible to discussion , rumors, speculation and guesses. It is
among the responsibilities of the President and I have decided it."

Mr. WOODS to Rajan (page 71)

"You said there was a question of whether 1-11% was the right spread.
In fixing this rate (6%) I did reduce the spread from 11 to 1%. Whether it
should be reduced more than that is an interesting question..... I will
keep this point in mind and some time when, as early as I can figure, we are
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approximately mid-way between changes in rates, I will introduce the subject."

February 15, 1966

On hand: $ 1.2 billion
Undisbursed: $ 1.h billion
Annual disbursements: $700 million

RAJAN: "Should we not distinguish between gross and net disbursements?"

Mr. WOODS: "I would rather take gross but the difference would be
about 200."

P. 79: "I am going to take the suggestion made by Mr. Rajan and
referred to by Mr. Thor, some time in between interest changes



Files April 13, 1966

s. R. Cope

Market Eligible Countries

. A meeting was hold in Xr. Woods' office on Friday, April 8x
1966, to consider which countries should be made market eligible.
Messrs. Woods, Knapp, Friedman, Kamarck, and Cope were present.

2. Mr. Woods noted that loans at market eli4ble rates had been
made to Italy, JapAIn and Now' ealand, and that Norway and South Africa
had been told that they were market eligib;Le. Th Irish had been told
that they would probably be market eligible, and this should be cono
firmed to them. At or around the time of concluding the next loans
to Finland (roads), Icelind (Brfll), and Israel (finance capany),
these countries should be told that thereafter they would be market
eligible.

3. Further active study should be given to the cases of Spain
and Veohzuela. Subject to further consideration of the possibilities
of these countries finding support in the private capital markets, it
was tentatively decided that these countries should be informed at the
next Anndal Neeting that they would thereafter be regarded as market
eligible.

4 Other cases would be considered as they arose.

axlnapp/s~Rcopes smr
IBRD

Cleared vith Mr. George D. Voods and
Mr. J. Burke Knapp

coo' Mesrs, J. Burke Knapp. /
Irving 8. Friedman
Andrew M. Kamarok
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DECLASSIFIED

Ec/m/66J- Date:i 3)27

April 6, 1966

Meeting on the Economic Aspects of "Market Eligibility"

I. Introduction

1. A sub-committee of the Economic Committee met on March 29,
1966-Vto discuss whether certain countries, in terms of economic fac-
tors, should be considered suitable for re-classification as "market
eligible" countries. The Committee had before it a memorandum from
the Director of the Economics Department, and the co try data tables
which had been prepared by the Economics Department.-' In the light
of the considerations which are set forth in the following Statement
of Issues, the conclusions and recommendations of the sub-committee
are given in Section III below.

II. Statement of Issues

2. At this time, the following countries were not recommended
for re-classification for the reasons stated.

Argentina )
Chile ) Facing high debt service payments

Lexico )

1/ Members of the sub-committee present:Messrs. Kamarck (Chairman),
Brakel, Edelman, Gilmartin, Lipkowitz, McDiarmid
Also present: Miss Zafiriou, Mr. Ross

?/"Data Tables on Economically Stronger Countries", (EC/A/66-ll/1,
dated March 28, 1966)

D I S TR I BU T10N

Comittee: Copies For Infomation:
The Economic Adviser to the President, Chairman President
Director, Economics Department President's Council
Director, Special Economic Studies Directors, Area Departments
Director, EDI Special Adviser to the President(Mr. Schmidt)
Special Adviser to the President (Mr. Rist) Secretary
Senior Adviser, Economics Department Treasurer
Economic Advisers, Area and Director, Office of Infomation

Projects Departments Director, European Office
Secretary, Loan Committee
Executive Vice President (IFC)
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v-19 ain Eligible on most counts, but income
level still marginal

Vreece ) Income level marginal, and develop-
Trinidad & Tobago) .ment problems still not completely

KJamaica ) in hand

e' brtugal )
Iraq ) Income level too low

v-Iran )

3. The discussion then concentrated on the remaining countries:

a) Ireland -- With a per capita GDP of $900, very low debt,
and apparently favorable economic prospects, Ireland

qualified for consideration as a "market eligible"
country. The Bank's first economic mission to Ireland
was in the field,

b) Israel -- Per capita GDP was $1,050, and economic pros-
pects were good. The country had a relatively high
short-term debt, but this should decline during the
next few years.

c) Venezuela -- Per capita GDP was t900, but there were
considerable disparities in the distribution of income.
Growth prospects were good. The debt service ratio
was low, although the country would need substantial
inflows of capital for development and this could
create a debt problem in the future. In 1965, as a -
result of Venezuela's relatively strong economic posi-
tion, the maturities on the Bank's loans were shortened.

Iceland -- Per capita GDP was t1,700, and economic pros-
pects were favorable. The debt service ratio was low..

e) Cyprus -- In view of the economic uncertainties created

by the political situation and uncertain growth pros-
pects, consideration of classifying the country as
'arket eligible" was premature.

k. In the general discussion the Committee agreed on the follow-
ing main points:

a) A country which was recommended for consideration as
"market eligible" could have its status changed back,
if its economic prospects became less favorable. To
describe a country as being "on the margin" would par-
ticularly allow for possible revision of its status.
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b) While a country may be recommended by the Committee for
consideration as "market eligible ", consideration should
also be given to particular terms within the general
category of "market eligible" which would reflect the
country's economic circumstances and prospects. It was
pointed out that while Israel had the economic strength
to pay a higher interest rate, its short-term debt
structure would probably justify loan terms with longer
maturities and/or grace periods.

III. Conclusions and Recommendations

5. -,'The sub-committee concludes that Iceland, Ireland, Israel
and Venezuela are "economically stronger countries", and recommends
that these countries should be considered for re-classification as
"market eligible" countries. This recommendation is subject to the
following qualifications:

a) Ireland -- the country's favorable economic position
and prospects will be confirmed by the economic mission
now visiting Ireland;

b) Venezuela -- the country's position, in terms of economic
strength, is marginal, but is just within the margin.

C. F. Owen
Secretary

NOTE: The Economic Committee had recommended, in previously issued
Conclusions and Recommendations, that the following countries
be considered for re-classification as "market eligible"
countries:

1. Ja (EC/M/65-30, dated September 10, 1965)

2. New Zealand (EC/M/65 -36, dated November 9, 1965)

3. Finland (EC/M/66-9, dated March 7, 1966)
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EC/M/66 - 10 Date: __

March 7, 1966

Economy of Finland: Meeting on Draft Conclusions and Recommendations

1. In th meeting of the Economic Comittee, which was held on
March 1, 1966 to discuss he draft Conclusions and Recommendations
on the Economy of Finland-2, the main points raised were as follows:

2. Most of the Comittee members thought that Finland could
well be considered by the Bank as being in the category of "market

eligible" countries. This conclusion was based on the strength of
the economy, as reflected in the per capita income, economic per-
formance and rate of growth, economic prospects, and ability to under-

take a higher debt service burden.

3. During the discussion reference was made to the definition
of "market eligible" countries, given in Operational Memorandum Num-

ber 2.02, as "those economically stronger countries which cover their

external need mainly in the private markets". One Comittee member

contended that, as Finland was not meeting its external capital need
mainly in the private markets, it could not be defined as a "market

eligible" country. Another Committee member commented that he was

struck by the fact that the only argument for not considering Finland

in this category was the narrow "statistical" test, i.e. the propor-
tion of the country's external capital need obtained from private

markets within a very short time horizon; he supported an earlier
comment by the Chairman that the Committee's recommendation should

be based on economic analysis, reflecting the broader aspects of

economic strength and performance, and a longer time horizon. Other

Committee members made the following observations: while the

1/ Members of the Committee present: Messrs. Friedman (Chairman),
Kamarck, Brakel, Larsen, Lipkowitz, Thompson, Weiner, Wright.
Also present: Miss Zafiriou, Messrs. Kochav, Tolbert.

2/ Distributed on February 25, 1966, under covering memorandum

EC/0/66-26.

D I S T R I B U T I 0 N

CommiTtee: Copies For nformation:

The Economic Adviser to the President, Chairman President
Director, Economics Department President's Council
Director, Special Economic Studies Directors, Area Departments
Director, EDI Special Adviser to the President(Mr. Schmidt)
Special Adviser to the President (Mr. Rist) Secretary
Senior Adviser, Economics Department Treasurer
Economic Advisers, Area and Director, Office of Information

Projects Departments Director, European Office
Secretary, Loan Committee
Executive Vice President (IFC)
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definition in the Operational Memorandum was imprecise, it did re-
fer to "economically stronger countries" and this term applied to
Finland; proximity to the U.S.S.R. might affect Finland's capability
to raise capital in private markets, and thus the Bank should be a
source of capital, but Finland should be treated as a "market eligible"
country; proximity to the U.S.S.R. was not a reason for giving Finland
exemption from classification as a "market eligible" country--a cate-
gory in which other countries with similar economic situations would
certainly be found.

h. Comparisons were drawn to other countries. South Africa had
been declared a "market eligible" country, because it was an economi-
cally strong country, although it was not raising any of its long-
term external capital needs in private markets. On the narrow "sta-
tistical" test, South Africa would have not been regarded as a "mar-
ket eligible" country. One member observed that if the "statistical"
test were applied as the only criterion, Jamaica would be considered
as a "market eligible" country, because of the proportion of its ex-
ternal capital needs which was met from private markets. Yet, when
the draft economic report on Jamaica had been reviewed by the Econo-
mic Committee in December, and the proposal for a power loan had
been made to the Loan Committee in January, the issue of "market eligi-
bility" had not been considered, because Jamaica was not a sufficient-
ly economically strong country.

5. The question of the Bank possibly having to "ration" its re-
sources arose. Drawing a comparison between Finland and Japan, a Com-
mittee member said that as the Bank had decided to refrain from further
lending to Japan, there could be an argument for similarly terminating
Bank lending to Finland. Another Committee member questioned the valid-
ity of the comparison between the two countries, especially their com-
parative industrial strength. New Zealand was cited as an example of
a country which had been discouraged from coming to the Bank for funds.
A Committee member stated that placing Finland in the category of
"market eligible" countries would be an aspect of the "rationing" of
Bank resources, if this became necessary, because the Bank could hope
to sell more participations.

6. In response to the Chairman's question, the staff member
responsible for the draft economic report on Finland expressed the
opinion that, if the Bank were to treat Finland as a "market eligible"
country, this would not affect the country's exemption from the U.S.
interest equalization tax.

7. Various Committee members commented that Operational Memo-
randum Number 2.02 was ambiguous, it did not present the issues effect-
ively, and queried whether the term "market eligible" should be dropped
and replaced by the term "economically stronger countries". One mem-
ber proposed that the minutes of the meeting be written in a form that
would summarize the issues involved, and thus facilitate any recon-
sideration of the Operational Memorandum. There was a consensus that
this be done.



8. In summarizing the conclusions of the meeting, the Chairman
made the following observations:

a) The Comittee faced a dilema posed by the wording of
the Operational Memorandum and its own analysis of the
Finnish economy;

b) The Committee was sensitive to the general world capital
shortage, and knew realistically that Finland could not
be pushed into the market for all of its needs;

c) Foreign borrowing was needed to support a reasonable
growth rate in Finland, and thus Bank lending would be
economically justified;

d) Nonetheless, the sentiment in the Committee was that,
in terms of Finland's basic economic position--a country
which had reached a high stage of economic development--
it would be economically difficult to justify Bank lend-
ing at the standard rate;

e) If only the standard rate of interest were charged,
other countries might cite Finland as an example to
obtain comparable treatment;

f) The fact that a country was classified as "market eligible"
now, would not preclude the possibility of the Bank chang-
ing this status in the future, if the country' s eqonomic
conditions then justified it.

C. F. Owen
Secretary
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Conclusions and Recommendations on the Economy of Jamaica

I. Introduction

1. The Economic Committee has considered the reporti/reviewing
Jamaica's general economic performance and the country's creditwor-
thiness for further Bank lending.

2. Economic Performance: During the decade 195-l965 4 Jamaica
achieved a remarkably high rate of economic growth. Real GDP advanced
by an annual average of 6.8 percent, raising per capita. GNP from t250
to $445 in 1964, despite the fact that the rate of economic growth
tapered off between 1961 and 1963. This slow-down was largely due
to uncertainties incident to Jamaica's transition to independence in
1962. However, by the end of 1963 these uncertainties had been re-
moved and the growth r&te accelerated to a healthy 7.8 percent in
1964. With the rising standard of living and the maintenance of
monetary and price stability, domestic savings rose rapidly and have
financed the greater part of the country's gross capital formation.
The resource gap, which amounted to over 40 percent of gross domestic
capital formation in 1956, had dropped to 21 percent by 1964.

3. The Jamaican Government has shown a sound and imaginative ap-
proach towards economic development. This aoprcach consists primarily
of creating a stimulating environment for the development of private
sector activity, developing the rural economy to raise agricultural
production and farmers' incomes and thus also reducing emigration to
overcrowded towns, providing adequate infrastructure and furthering
social progress largely through the expansion of the education system.

1/ Draft report "Current Economic Position and Prospects of Jamaica"
(Report WH-15 ) dated November 15, 1965
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4. The Government's investment program, covering the period
April 1966 to March 1968, reflects the priority needs of the economy.
However, the program's financing is only partly assured. Public sav-
ings are expected to cover about 20 percent of investment expenditures
(which are now expected to rise rapidly), non-inflationary internal
borrowing about 35 percent, and drawings on existing external loan
commitments another 10 percent. A financing gap of about JL 6-7
million per annum remains to be filled.

5. In earlier years, the Government would have been able to cover
the main part of its external financing requirements in the private
capital markets of London, and by placing smaller issues in New York
and Toronto. At the present time, however, the Jamaican Government
may encounter difficulties in placing bond issues in the London mar-
ket because of balance of payments problems in the United Kingdom.

6. As for domestic financing, the Jamaican Government has con-
sistently covered a substantial portion of its investment expenditures
by public savings. In 1965i public savings covered 38 percent of
fiscal 1965 public investment expenditure and were equivalent to 2.3
percent of the GDP (a slight increase over previous years). However,
public savings are expected to fall to only 1 percent of GDP by 1968,
declining in absolute amount below the average level for 1959-65,
since, under the present tax laws, current revenue in fiscal 1966
and 1967 is projected to increase less rapidly than current expendi-
ture. The Jamaican Government is consequently reconsidering its
financing plans, recognizing that it may have to increase taxation
further in order to raise the level of budgetary savings. It may also
have to defer some expenditures now being planned for fiscal 1967-
1968.

II. ?olicy Recommendations

7. In order to fill the expected financing gap for the fiscal
years 1967 and 1968, the Jamaican Government should now:

a) Define and implement the revenue and expenditure measures
required to complete the 1967-1968 public investment finan-
cing plan;

b) Further re-orient its project identification and prepara-
tion efforts, including the development of larger composite
"packagea" of small, but related projects, in order to
increase access to official external lending agencies.

III. Conclusions and Recommendations

8. Jamaica's favorable growth prospects, the Government's pru-
dent Linancial management, sound and imaginative development policies,
solid internal financing effort and low burden of external indebtedness
lead to the conclusion that Jamaica has a very substantial margin for
incurring additional foreign debt at conventional terms.



9. Because of its special relationship with the United King-
dom, Jamaica has been able to cover the main part of its external
financing requirements in private markets abroad. However, the Economic
Committee does not consider Jamica -mong e econocal stronger
"market eligible" countries to which higer arket rates soude
charged by the Bank. The probability is that Jamaica is unlikely to
remain in the category of countries which cover their external needs
mainly in the private markets.

L. E. Christoffersen
Acting Secretary
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CONFIDENTIAL
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February 16, 1965

SENIOR STAFF MEETING DECLASS'N MD

Board Room, February 10, 1965, 9:30 a.m. Date: i t

Present: Messrs. Woods (Chairman), Adler, Aldewereld, Alter, Cargill,
Chadenet, Consolo, Cope, Demuth, El Emary, Friedman, Graves,
Johnson, Kamarck, Lejeune, Mendels, Reid, Rist, Schmidt,
Stevenson, Avramovic, Clark, Poore, Wishart, Shivnan (Secretary)

BOND ISSUES

1. The Chairman said there was a good prospect of floating a
$25 million to 30 million, Canadian dollar 5-1/4% bond issue in Canada on
February 17. The market was good and Messrs. Cavanaugh and Nurick were
discussing terms in Toronto.

2. The Deutsche Bank had cabled suggesting a DM 200 million ($50 million)
5-1/2% issue at or close to par, the same size as the Bank's only other
public offering in Germany; action should be taken in the next few weeks,
as the withholding tax would shortly become law, and improve the receptivity
of the market. He felt the Bank should try for more.

PROJECTS

3. Mr. Aldewereld announced that the first report of the Study of the
water and power resources of West Pakistan (the "Indus Report") had now been
completed and that its conclusion favored the Tarbela Dam project. The
investment cost would be high and construction would take about eight
years.

4. The Chairman said the report would be transmitted to President Ayub Khan
in the first instance. He stressed that the next step would be to arrange
the financing for Tarbela, a task that would probably extend into 1966 and
which he thought should be handled by the Consortium.

TRADE PREFERENCES

5. The Chairman said he was hoping to circulate, in the fairly near
future, a paper providing a basis for a discussion within the Bank of the
question of preferences for domestic suppliers. The paper would be discussed
at a future meeting.

Distribution:

Senior Staff
Secretary's Office



INDUSTRIAL FINANCE

6. The Chairman referred to paragraph 18 of his Memorandum of July 18,
1963, on Bank Financial Policy, which discussed expanding the Bank's
technical assistance for industry. A related question, which would be
discussed in the next few months, was the extent to which the Bank should
finance government-owned manufacturing and extractive industrial enter-
prises in countries where the lack of private savings precluded the develop-
ment of shareholder-owned companies. A similar problem was posed by the
needs of development finance companies in Africa that were government-
controlled for the same reason. These questions were likely to come up
after the Governors had acted to permit the Bank to lend to IFC without
government guarantee, and IFC to borrow from the Bank.

AREA OPERATIONS

Europe and Middle East

7. Mr. Cope said that exploratory discussions had taken place with
Pechiney, about an aluminum smelter and power plant in Yugoslavia, and that
Pechiney now seemed to be interested. A number of difficult questions
would have to be resolved before a satisfactory proposition could be
evolved but he was preparing a paper for the Loan Committee and would suggest
that the Bank go into the matter seriously.

8. Tentative, exploratory discussions had taken place about the financing
of the Keban project in Turkey in order to find ways in which the use of
tied finance could be reconciled with international competitive bidding.
The German Government and the European Investment Bank did not appear to be
ready to discuss the matter but a further attempt to arrange informal
discussions would be made next month.

Far East

9. Mr. Cargill said that the New Zealand Government was actively
canvassing the idea that Western Samoa should join the IMF, the Bank and
IDA. In his opinion this would hardly be worth while as, given the small
size of the country and its population, the amount of IDA aid was likely to
be little more than the cost of joining the three institutions.

Western Hemisphere

10. Mr. Schmidt said the Inter-American Economic and Social Council was
meeting in Washington on February 10 and 11 to vote on a resolution,
introduced by the U.S. and Costa Rica, amending the Charter of Punta del
Este to give the President of CIAP a voice in the nomination of members of
the "Panel of Nine", to permit up to four of the nine to be on a part-time
basis, and to formally provide for the election of a "Coordinator" to
organize the work of the Panel. The Council would also elect new members
of the Panel as well as three members of CIAP to replace the three whose
terms have just expired.



"MARKET ELIGIBLE" COUNTRIES

11. Mr. Graves reported that there had not been any press enquiries since
the Executive Directors' meeting on loans to "market eligible" countries.
The Office of Information would take the line that the new policy would
help to make sure that countries which could use the market were encouraged
to do so.

U.S. BANKS

12. Mr. Johnson reported that, following recent discussions with the
three big Detroit banks, he was hopeful of selling them parts of the Bank's
portfolio or of arranging for them participation in new loans.

ADJOURNMENT

13. The meeting adjourned at 10:20 a.m.

M. P. Shivnan
Secretary
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FROM: The Secretary February 15, 1965

MARKET ELIGIBLE LOANS

1. Pursuant to the discussion on Market Eligible Loans at the Meeting of
Executive Directors on February 9, 1965, it is proposed that the following
be included in the minutes of that meeting:

"The Executive Directors, having considered the memorandum
from the President on Market Eligible Loans (FPC 64-17 dated
October 28, 1964), agreed that:

(a) The Bank should charge rates of interest on loans
to market eligible countries higher than those
charged to other borrowers.

(b) Market eligible countries would be those which
cover their external capital needs mainly in
private markets. The countries to be included in
this category would be determined from time to
time as loan requests came forward.

(c) Uniform rates for market eligible countries would
be determined from time to time with reference to
the rates which such countries would have to pay
in the market, but would not be more than 1%
higher than the Bank's standard rate.

(d) Where a loan coincided with a substantial market
issue by the borrower, the rate applied would be
fixed by taking into account the cost of the
money being raised by the borrower in the market,
such rate being not more than those established
under- (c) above and not less than the Bank's
standard lending rate.

(e) In selling parts of loans made to market eligible
countries, the Bank would have regard to the
necessity of safeguarding the market credit of the
country concerned; rates would be determined from
time to time in consultation with the borrower and
guarantor, if any, in the light of current market
conditions.

(f) Any difference between the rate of interest
carried by the loan and the rate of interest at
which part of the loan was sold would be passed on
to the borrower.

Distribution:

Executive Directors and Alternates
President
Vice Presidents
Department Heads
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Mr. van Vuuren voted against this decision and Messrs.
Handfield-Jones, Lieftinck and Thor abstained. Mr. Lieftinck
stated that the Netherlands wished to be recorded as against
the decision, and Yugoslavia in favor, while Cyprus and Israel
had expressed no view. Mr. Thor stated that Sweden wished to
be recorded as in favor of the decision and Denmark, Finland
and Norway against, while Iceland had expressed no view.

The Chairman made the following statements:

(a) Pursuant to paragraph (c) of this decision, the
following rates of interest would apply initially
for market eligible countries:

Final Maturity Date Rate

Up to and including 10 years 6%

More than 10 years to and
including 15 years 6-1/4%

More than 15 years 6-1/2%

(b) It was intended to review with the Executive
Directors in the first quarter of 1967 the
question of the interest charge for loans to
market eligible countries, in the light of the
experience gained and the developments in finan-
cial markets."

2. In the absence of objection by the close of business on Wednesday,
February 17, 1965, the foregoing will be deemed approved, to be so recorded
in the minutes of the meeting of February 9.
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EXECUTIVE
Date: It & 6-DIRECTORS' 15 R659

MEETING (for consideration on
February 9, 1965)

FROM: The President January 25, 1965

MARKET ELIGIBLE LOANS

The discussions of the Financial Policy Committee on December 15 and
18, 196h and on January 5, 1965 on my memorandum dated October 28, 1964
(FPC 64-17) have indicated that there is a very substantial agreement, not
unanimous but a large majority, that the Bank could properly apply higher
rates of interest in lending to "market eligible" countries, i.e., those
member countries which, while not normally regular borrowers, need to
borrow from the Bank from time to time.

I do not propose to draw up a definitive list of countries which fall
into this category. The Bank has never formally listed the countries which
were so strong that the Bank was not justified in lending to them at all,
although there are several countries which fall into this category. Member-
ship of the market eligible category will be similarly informal. It will
change with changing conditions, and will be determined as and when coun-
tries apply for loans.

Although there may be borderline cases, the general criterion for the
selection of market eligible countries is clear. I have in mind that
market eligible countries would be those which cover their external capital
needs mainly in private markets.

I would not apply this test in the form of a rigid formula relating to
a fixed period. The record of a single year would sometimes be misleading.
On the other hand, too long a base period might fail to reflect changes in
the basic economic position of the country concerned. In interpreting the
term "mainly" there has to be some latitude. Short-term supplie r credits
have to be distinguished from long-term transactions. Direct investments
and portfolio purchases of shares would have to be taken into account as
well as bond issues.

The decision has to be a matter of judgment, and I would advise with
you from time to time as loan requests come up from countries which appear
to be in the market eligible category.

Distribution:

Executive Directors and Alternates
President
Vice Presidents
Department Heads
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A number of operations are pending with countries which might come in
the market eligible category. Executive Directors are already aware of
three - Italy, Japan and Norway. In addition, certain other countries
which might fall within this category have approached the Bank for loans,
and the staff is at present studying their position in order to decide
whether or not they come within it.

So far as interest rates are concerned, I would propose to start with
those set out in my memorandum of October 28, 1964. For loans with a life
of up to and including 10 years, the rate would be 6%. For loans of more
than 10 years, and not more than 15 years, the rate would be 6-1/4%. For
loans of more than 15 years, the rate would be 6-1/2%, i.e., 1% more than
the standard rate of 5-1/2%. These rates would be reviewed from time to
time and changed as necessary.

I have considered the idea, alluded to by several Directors, of basing
interest rates on the actual market credit of the borrowing country. I
think that this idea is worth adopting. I would therefore propose that in
the case of a loan which coincided with a sizeable market issue (one at
least as large as the Bank loan), the rate on the Bank loan would be de-
termined by reference to the cost to the borrower of the money being raised
in the market. But in the absence of a simultaneous market issue, the rates
in the schedule mentioned above would be applicable.

As in the case of loans at standard rates, parts of loans made to
market eligible countries would be sold as opportunity offers. Selling
rates would be determined from time to time and the higher rates carried
by market loans should afford more room to fix selling rates which corre-
spond to market conditions. As loans were made to market eligible coun-
tries, the Bank would explore selling possibilities in close consultation
with the countries whose paper is involved. For the present the Bank would
not sell in the United States. Its aim would be to get a fair deal, taking
into account on the one hand the importance of preserving the market credit
of the country concerned and the desirability of selling on a yield basis
which gives the borrower a reasonable interest saving, and on the other hand
the desire of the Bank to sell as much as possible in the form of longer
maturities or "strips".

I think that it would be appropriate to record in the minutes the
following as the decision of the Executive Directors:

The Executive Directors, having considered the memorandum
from the President on "Market Eligible Loans" (FPC 64-17 dated
October 28, 1964), agreed that:

(a) The Bank should charge rates of interest on loans
to "market eligible" countries higher than those
charged to other borrowers.
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(b) "Market eligible" countries would be those which 2
covered their external capital needs mainly in
private markets. The countries to be included
in this category would be determined from time to
time as loan requests came forward.

(c) Rates for "market eligible" countries would be
determined from time to time with reference to
the rates which such countries would have to pay
in the market, but would not be more than 1%
higher than the Bank's standard rate.

(d) The following rates are established initially:

Final Maturity Date Rate

Up to and including 10 years 6%

More than 10 years to and
including 15 years 6-1/4%

More than 15 years 6-1/2%

(e) Where a loan coincided with a substantial market
issue, the rate applied would be fixed by taking
into account the cost of the money being raised in
the market, such rate being not more than those
set out in (d) above, and not less than the Bank's
standard lending rate.

(f) In selling parts of loans made to market eligible
countries, the Bank would have regard to the
necessity of safeguarding the market credit of the
country concerned; rates would be determined from
time to time in consultation with the borrower and
guarantor, if any, in the light of current market
conditions.

(g) Any difference between the rate of interest carried
by the loan and the rate of interest at which part
of the loan was sold would be passed on to the
borrower.

George D. Woods
President
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FROM: The Secretary December 30, 1964

Memorandum of Meeting of Bank Financial Policy Committee on
"Market Eligible" Loans, December 18, 1964 - (Bank/FPC64-20) - Corrigenda

Please amend the above memorandum as follows:

P aragraph 52 - 10th line. For "wherever" read "whenever".
Last line. Add "in the United States".

Paragraph 54 - Third sentence: after "assume that" insert "the
existing internal", and at end of sentence add,
"in the sense that they could be considered as the
level toward which European interest rates would
tend to move".
Fourth sentence: at end add "but there was still a
significant difference between such rates".

Paragraph 55:- Second sentence: for "most" read "all", and for
"needed on the terms available on" substitute "it
might wish to raise in".
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CONFIDENTIAL
DECLASSIFIED 

Bank/FPC64-20Date: I( 7,

December 24, 1964

*Memorandum of Meeting of Bank Financial Policy Committee on "Market
Eligible" Loans (FPC64-17, October 28, 1964); Friday, December 18,
1964, at 11:00 a.m. (continued from December 15, 1964)

1. There were present:

Chairman

George D. Woods, President

Executive Directors and Alternates acting as Executive Directors

Reignson C. Chen Otto Donner
John M. Garba John M. Garland
Joaquin Gutierrez Cano S.J. Handfield-Jones (Alternate)
0. Haushofer (Alternate) J. Haus-Solis (Alternate)
R. Hirschtritt (Temporary Alternate) M. N. Kochman
Rene Larre Pieter Lieftinck
Luis Machado Mumtaz Mirza
Jorge Mejia-Palacio E. Ozaki (Alternate)
K.S.S. Rajan N.M.P. Reilly (Alternate)
Abderrahman Tazi Vilhjalmur Thor

Alternates not acting Officers and Staff
as Executive Directors Participating

H. Abramowski J. Burke Knapp
Said Mohamed Ali G. M. Wilson
A. Bogoev M. M. Mendels
S. 0. Coleman A. Broches
Rufino Gil C. H. Davies
S. Guhan 0. R. Willoughby
Odd H/kedal
Ali Akbar Khosropur
Sergio Siglienti
A.J.J. van Vuuren

*This Memorandum consists of staff notes of the discussion in the Committee
and is not an approved record.
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2. Mr. Tazi said he was inclined to support the President's proposal
that the interest rate be increased on loans to market eligible countries.
However, the criteria for identifying market eligible countries had not yet
been defined. Since the proposed change would not initially greatly alter
the Bank's financial activities, it might be desirable to undertake a deeper
study of the issue and to provide a more precise criterion of market
eligibility.

3. If the market eligible countries were, as the memorandum said,
economically strong countriesthen it would seem logical to expect that
their projects would be soundly prepared and conceived. They would thus
not need much technical assistance from the Bank, and the size of appraisal
missions to such countries could therefore be kept to a minimum, thus setting
free Bank technical staff to assist countries in greater need of their
services.

4. Mr. Tazi said that the developing countries wished the Bank to reduce
its interest rate. He asked whether it would be possible for a study to be
made af the effect that such a reduction might have upon the Bank's activities.

5. Mr. Rajan said that the proposal before the Committee raised difficult
issues on which opinionswere bound to differ. There was considerable force
to the arguments advanced in the paper for higher interest rates on loans
to market eligible countries. At the same time the arguments advanced by
Mr. Garland and Mr. Thor against such higher rates could not be overlooked.
Everyone was interested in keeping the interest charges on loans, whether
to developed or to developing countries, as low as possible. One way of
doing that would be, as Mr. Garland had suggested, by reduction or elimina-
tion of the 1 commission.

6. Mr. Rajan said he wanted to associate himself with Mr. Garba's state-
ment that the developing countries were very conscious of what was being
done for them by the industrialized countries both by way of direct bilateral
aid and through the Bank and IDA. The basic question was how the Bank could
determine whether a country was making sufficiently diligent efforts to
raise funds elsewhere. As the President's paper pointed out, to the extent
that Bank funds were available at a lower rate of interest than market
funds, countries had an incentive to resort to the Bank rather than to the
market. There were three or four highly developed countries which were
unable to raise all the capital they needed on the private capital markets.
Some members of the Bank, including certain industrialized countries, were
very anxious that increased Bank lending to these developed countries should
not cut into the resources available for developing countries.

7. The President's proposed solution to this problem was apparently
acceptable to at least two of the countries principally concerned - Italy
and Japan. They apparently preferred to borrow more from the Bank at a
higher rate of interest than less at the rate of 5-1/2%.
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8. The President's proposal, Mr. Ra continued, would increase the
Bank's capacity to borrow and should be welcomed on that account. It would
help make Bank bonds and participations in loans to the developed countries
more attractive.

9. The exact rate which a market eligible country should be charged
could ideally be determined by having a market issue coincide with the Bank
loan, but that was not generally practicable. He therefore supported the
proposal that there should be only one rate or one schedule of rates -
with lower rates on shorter loans and higher rates or longer loans -
applicable to all market eligible countries. The President was in the best
position to determine the exact rate that should be charged at any one time;

it would no doubt change with changing market conditions. Mr. Rajan stressed
that the views of the borrowing countries, which would have actualLy to pay
the higher rates, should be given due consideration.

10. Mr. Rajan, noting that borrowing countries received the bene2it of any
reduction in interest rate obtainable as a result of participations and
sales from the Bank's portfolio, said that this practice should be left
undisturbed. The average rate of interest on a loan to a market eligible
country might, as a consequence, turn out to be 5-1/2% or less.

11. Mr. Rajan asked whether increased sales out of the Bank's portfolio
of loans to market eligible countries and of participations in such loans
would increase the Bank's total resources rather than merely sipioni off
funds which would otherwise have gone to participations in, and purchases

out of the Bank's portfolio of, loans to developing countries. It would
clearly be desirable if the present proposal, together with the recent
increase in interest rates on sales out of portfolio, led to an increase in
the total volume of private funds available to the Bank. He asked for
clarification on this point.

12. Mr. Woods said that since the introduction of the new interest rate
on portfolio sales there had been a substantial increase in such sales,
particularly of loans to the less developed countries. $19 million worth
of loans had been sold during December.

13. Mr. Ozaki said that he supported a higher interest rate on loans to
market eligible countries. The Japanese Government understood and accepted
the need to pay a higher rate, but they would not be prepared to pay a rate
for Bank loans which was higher than the market rate. On this point they
shared the views expressed by Mr. Garland and Mr. Thor.

14. The Chairman had distinguished four categories of countries: IDA
countries, soft blend countries, hard blend countries and Bank countries.
Market eligible countries constituted a fifth category of "Bank and market
blend countries". At Tokyo, Mr. Sangster, the Governor for Jamaica, had

emphasized the need for a flexible interest rate policy, particularly with
respect to the so-called "middle" countries. Soft and hard blends were an
approach to flexibility. Leaving aside the question of how the rate for
market eligible loans should be fixed, it was quite understandable that
countries in the fifth category should pay a somewhat higher rate of interest.



15. The distinction between IDA as a welfare organization and the Bank as
a banking institution was not very persuasive. The idea that the exercise
of direct control over Bank loans was preferable to the introduction of
differential interest rates was also not very helpful. All Bank loans were
already subject to direct control..

16. Mr. Ozaki expressed the hope that it might be possible to remove the
ceiling of 1 on the extent to which reductions in interest rates resulting
from portfolio sales could be passed on to borrowing countries.

17. Mr. Ozaki distinguished a sixth category of countries: "market only
countries", consisting of the most highly developed countries. It was
noteworthy that the most advanced countries did not borrow on the international
capital market. Long-term capital moved from the industrial to the under-
developed countries, rather than among the industrial countries themselv3s.
For the sake of the economy of the free world as a whole it was desirable
that long-term capital should move freely in large amounts. The Bank had
an important part to play in encouraging such an exchange of capital through-
out the free world as a whole.

18. With reference to Mr. Ozaki's suggestion that Japan and possibly one
of the Scandinavian countries might borrow in normal commercial channels at
less than the Bank's proposed 6-1/2%, Mr. Woods said no country was ever
obliged to borrow from the Bank. He did not personally feel that 6% for a
ten-year loan, 6-1/4% for a 15-year loan and 6-1/2% for a longer maturity
were unreasonable rates. But he would certainly expect any country which
could raise all the capital it needed in normal commercial channels below
these rates to do so.

19. Dr. Lieftinck said that while his remarks would generally reflect the
views of tHe Netherlands Government, he thought that the views
of the other governments he represented would not differ greatly. The
Netherlands did not contemplate borrowing from the Bank in the foreseeable
future, so that its interests were not involved in the matter under discussion.
He would try to examine the proposal from the point of view of the Bank
and all its members.

20. Dr. Lieftinck said he had always considered the Bank as a cooperative
institution which gave capital surplus countries the opportunity to invest
at a reasonable return and capital importing countries the opportunity to
borrow on reasonable conditions. Even apart from reconstructLon, the Bank's
objectives, as set out in the Articles of Agreement, were not restricted to
assisting the less developed countries. Its purposes included promoting
private foreign investment, furthering the long-range balanced growth of
international trade and helping maintain equilibrium in balances of payments.
It fulfilled these purposes by encouraging international investment for the
development of the productive resources of all members, thereby helping to
raise productivity and standards of living in member countries. The Bank
was intended to provide all its members with a source of capital that could
be drawn upon when their internal savings fell short of legitimate require-
ments.



21. The only restriction to the Bank's lending was set forth in Article III,
Section 4 (ii), which said that the Bank should be "satisfied that in the
prevailing market conditions the borrower would be unable otherwise to
obtain the loan under conditions which in the opinion of the Bank are
reasonable for the borrower". He wished to stress this point because it had
been suggested earlier in the discussion that the Bank should restrict
itself exclusively to lending to the less developed countries. Such a policy
would be inconsistent with the purposes for which the Bank had been estab-
lished.

22. Continuing, Dr. Lieftinck said that Article III, Section 1(b) of the
Articles of Agreement ran: "For the purpose of facilitating the restoration
and reconstruction of the economy of members whose metropolitan territories
have suffered great devastation from enemy occupation or hostilities, the
Bank, in determining the conditions and terms of loans made to such members,
shall pay special regard to lightening the financial burden and expediting
the completion of such restoration and reconstruction". This was a clear
indication that the Bank's Founding Fathers expected it to set more lenient
terms and conditions for reconstruction loans to the more heavily devastated
countries. There was no parallel provision with respect to the development
activities of the Bank. In fact, after careful consideration, the Bank's
Executive Directors had concluded in 1946 that there should be no differen-
tiation among countries in the interest rate charged. The Founding Fathers
appeared rather to favor the adjustment of terms and conditions to the
project (Article III, Section 4 (iv). In practice, the Bank had applied
this adjustment to maturities and grace periods rather than to interest
rates.

23. Dr. Lieftinck recalled that, in the financial policy paper which the
President had submitted 18 months before, he had indicated that he saw no
reasons for changing the Bank's interest rate. Dr. Lieftinck said he agreed
that there was no decisive reason for the Bank to change the current rate,
which was on the whole favorable to borrowers.

24. Because of its cooperative character the Bank was concerned with more
than assisting the less developed countries only. There was a prima facie
case for giving all members eligible for Bank loans the full benefit of the
Bank's high standing as a borrower. Discrimination among members with
respect to the interest rate would require a very strong and convincing
justification.

25. Dr. Lieftinck said that it had been suggested from time to time that
the Bank should differentiate among countries by reducing the rate at which
it lent to weaker members. Yugoslavia, one of the countries which he repre-
sented, had suported such differentiation at the last Annual Meeting.
Dr. Lieftinck, noting that the Bank had always resisted differentiation,
said that since the creation of IDA there was less reason to adjust interest
rates downward to suit particular members. It was unfortunate that the funds
available to IDA did not permit as much lending on IDA terms as would be
desirable, but the mixing of IDA credits and Bank loans gave a certain
flexibility in this respect.
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26. The present proposal would differentiate among members by raising
the interest rate charged to the stronger countries. The main supporting
argument in the paper before the Committee was that to deny market eligible
countries the benefits of the Bank's ability to charge a relatively low
lending rate would discourage them from seeking Bank loans.

27. In previous discussions it had repeatedly been stated that the Bank
was not short of loanable funds. This subject had been fully discussed in
connection with the transfer of Bank income to IDA. He (Dr. Lieftinck) had
then suggested that the Bank would be well advised to keep in its own
reserves the full amount of its income in order to guard against the day
when difficulties arose in raising money in world capital markets. It had
then been stated, however, that the Bank had no shortage of loanable funds,
and he had joined in the decision to transfer income to IDA.

28. The proposal before the Committee would not benefit the Bank's weaker
members. It would only penalize the stronger members for being market
eligible - i.e., for having a higher credit standing than other members.
Discriminatory rates of interest could be justified if they were necessary
in order to induce market eligible members to take full advantage of the
exisiting capital market facilities. But paragraph h of the President's
paper made it clear that this was not the case. It stated that "the Bank
has frequently urged its members to borrow in the market at rates higher
than its own lending rate, and has always exercised its judgment as to
whether or not the applicant was making diligent efforts to raise funds
elsewhere." If the Bank had in the past been able, on the basis of its own
judgment, and without the assistance of a penalty rate, to decide whether and
to what extent to accommodate market eligible countries, he did not see why
it should not continue to be able to do so. The purpose of the present
proposal was apparently not to open the Bank's doors wider for market
eligible countries but to keep the Bank as only a supplementary source of
finance and to make it a more expensive one. The proposed higher interest
rate was not needed to discourage members from coming to the Bank.

29. It was argued in paragraph 7 of the President's paper that the higher
interest rate might facilitate sales out of the Bank's portfolio and
thereby enable it to turn over its funds more rapidly. However, the result
of selling portfolio items bearing higher interest rates might well be the
deterioration of the overall quality of the Bank's portfolio as it came to
consist increasingly of assets invested in the weaker countries.

30. Nr. Rajan, said Dr. Lieftinck, had suggested that a policy of interest
rate discrimination would strengthen the borrowing capacity of the Bank.
He (Dr. Lieftinck) felt that it would weaken this capacity to the extent
that investors looked at the composition of the Bank's portfolio.
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31. Dr. Lieftinck summarized his objections to the proposal before the

Committee as follows:

(a) The proposal represented a shift away from the cooperative

principle underlying the Bank.

(b) The proposal would deprive some members of the benefit 
of the

Bankts capacity to charge relatively low interest rates.

(c) The proposed policy was contrary to normal banking practice,

because it involved charging the better debtors higher interest, and

would thus not be easily understood in the private capital markets.

(d) The proposal created uncertainty, first as to the countries 
to

which it would be applicable, and secondly as to its affect on the

market standing of such countries. Japan, Norway and Italy had been

mentioned. Finland, with per capita income of $1,300, was not one of

the poorer countries. It was market eligible and had raised $30 million

in the private market in 1963. Yugoslavia was trying to become market

eligible and making a courageous effort to attract 
foreign capital.

Its per capita income was lower than Finland's, but it did not belong

to the underdeveloped countries in the stricter sense of the word.

(e) The proposal would suggest that the Bank was following U.S. policy.

32. The Bank, Dr. Lieftinck continued, should display a positive 
and

cooperative attitude towards all its members. It should seriously consider

whether it could not better achieve this by entering the field of under-

writing of public issues. The Bank would thus cooperate with private lenders

and find out what could be raised in the capital market. It might itself

take up part of the issues. It would at least carry part of the risk of

placing the countries' paper in the private market. 
The Bank might some-

times keep such paper in its portfolio until conditions on the capital

market improved sufficiently to make it saleable.

33. One great advantage to be derived from participation in underwriting

was that in each case the Bank, in close cooperation with the market

eligible member and with the potential investors, 
would sound out the

market to discover the proper rate of interest. The proposal before the

Committee suggested general rates which, though no doubt based 
on an intimate

knowledge of the market, could not be adjusted to the particular 
circumstances

of the borrowing member. The rates, though not fixed indefinitely, would

still be relatively inflexible. There would be much more flexibility if

rates could be negotiated from time to time with borrowing 
countries in the

framework of underwriting operations. It was suggested in the paper that a

market eligible country might need capital at a moment when 
the market could

not absorb a loan, so that the underwriter would have to take 
up the whole

issue. He doubted whether in fact capital importing countries were 
so

inflexible that they could not wait until there was an opening 
in the market.

Furthermore, if interest rates were properly set, it was 
usually possible to

accommodate creditworthy countries in the capital markets of the 
world. The

Bank should therefore consider whether the positive course of entering the

field of underwriting was not preferable to the negative and discouraging

Sattitude towards the market eligible countries advocated in the 
paper before

the Committee.



34. Mr. Woods said that the idea that the Bank might underwrite an issue
and at the same time take a commitment had already been discussed among
senior members of the staff, who were in favor of it. Operations of this
kind would in fact involve higher interest rates for market eligible
countries and thus embody the basic concept in the paper before them. The
Bank, as co-underwriter or sub-underwriter with a group of security dealers
or bankers would take up its commitment on the basis of the rate of interest
fixed by that group for the public offering. In fact, the Bank would take a
slightly more attractive price because it would also get the benefit of the
underwriting and service commission. In this kind of an operation the Bank
would be underwriting the excess over and above what could be placed in
normal commercial channels at a reasonable rate.

35. Continuing, Mr. Woods said that he wanted to make two comments on the
subject of "good banking practice", which had been referred to by several of
the Directors. First, the Bank was not really a bank. It was neither a
bank for deposit nor a fiduciary for trust funds. It was rather a bond
investment trust; it purchased entire issues of securities for its own
account and sold them out of portfolio whenever people wanted.

36. Though it might seem ridiculous to suggest that better borrowers be
charged higher interest, yet the fact was that all loans from the Bank were
at subsidized rates of interest. The Bank's bonds were rated triple A by
the U.S. rating agencies; they also had the highest rating in other private
capital markets. They were given the highest rating because of the appro-
ximately $18 billion or $19 billion which the Bank could call from its
shareholders if it was unable to pay its debts, not because of the kind of
business the Bank did or the quality of its portfolio or because of its
earnings record. This top rating enabled the Bank to raise money at
relatively low rates of interest. Since the Bank was able to subsidize its
borrowers it was reasonable that those who had already achieved some credit
standing should be subsidized to a lesser extent than others. The completely
unsophisticated new country with some creditworthiness should enjoy the
maximum benefit from the Bank's ability to raise funds at a low rate.

37. Dr. Lieftinck interjected that this was the very reason why he had
emphasized the cooperative principle of the Bank. In a credit cooperative
all members enjoyed the lower interest rate which the cooperative could
offer. Mr. Woods agreed that all members should enjoy a lower interest
rate. The question was whether they should all enjoy the same lower
interest rate. He referred to the fact that there had never been any
suggestion that the Bank's expenditure on technical assistance should be
allocated pro rata among countries. Some members benefited much more than
others from the Bank's services. Nevertheless, he agreed that all members
of the Bank should draw some benefit from the Bank's ability to raise funds
at a particularly low rate of interest.
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38. Consequently some judgment had to be reached about the rate of interest
which the Bank considered it reasonable for its members to pay on the private
capital market. Mr. Woods said he had reached the figure of 6-1/2% for long-
term money. The four countries which might be considered market eligible
and which had indicated a desire for accommodation from the Bank in 1965 were
Italy, Japan, Norway and South Africa. If these countries were forced to
raise all the money they needed through the normal commercial channels,
they would either have to cut back their investment programs, which would
be good neither for them nor for the lesser developed countries with which
they traded, or they would have to pay very much more for their money. The
Bank should try to accommodate them; he agreed with Dr. Lieftinck in
rejecting the idea that the Bank should confine its lending to the less
developed countries.

39. The Bank was confronted with the need to pay higher rates of interest.
During the '50's the Bank had been able to draw without limit on the great
reservoir of low cost money in the United States. In the 1960's the United
States remained the great reservoir of low cost money, but the U.S. Govern-
ment had stressed that a maximum effort must be made to tap the other
available sources of capital. In these other capital markets the Bank
would have to pay about 5-1/2%, as compared with 4-1/2% in the United States.
As the Bank had to pay more for its money so, as a matter of good business
practice, it would inevitably sooner or later have to raise its own rate
above 5-1/2%. This would not of course be unprecedented; the Bank's
interest rate had been as high as 6-1/4%.

h0. An alternative to raising the Bank's general interest rate was to
charge a higher rate to those countries that, for varying reasons, had
obtained access to the market. The higher rates proposed had been chosen
with a view to encouraging countries that were able to use the market to do
so to the maximum possible extent. He agreed with the suggestion made by
some Directors that these higher rates should be reviewed and changed from
time to time in the light of circumstances. The fact that the Bank was
prepared to take care of part of the needs of the market eligible countries
would benefit them because the market rates for their bonds would be less
than they otherwise would have been.

4l. Mr. Woods thanked Dr. Lieftinck for his suggestion about underwriting
and said he hoped that there would be occasions when the Bank could join
with others in an underwriting operation. But it would be a miracle if the
interest rate on bonds taken up by the Bank on such an operation turned out
to be the same as the rate which the Bank was currently charging other
countries.

h2. Dr. Lieftinck said that he had envisaged the Bank as taking part in
underwriting only in cases when it was at the same time itsell making an
adequate loan to the member concerned.
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43. Mr. Woods said that he looked at the matter the other way round: his
concern was to ensure that market-eligible countries obtained as much as
possible of the capital they needed from the market, rather than from the
Bank. This approach would not, of course, have been realistic in 1946,
when there were no established markets which could meet the capital require-
ments of such countries. Countries like France, Luxembourg, Belgium and
Holland which had since been able to raise much money in the market could
then raise nothing. In the changed circumstances of 1964 the need was to
ensure that countries which had earned a standing in the market made use of
it.

44. Mr. Handfield-Jones said that the proposal before the Committee was
an important one which would significantly alter the Bank's policy and
manner of operation. He, like others, felt uneasy about it. He agreed with
much of what had been said by Mr. Garland and Dr. Lieftinck.

45. The proposal was more than a straightforward extension of the principle
of adapting the terms of loans to the needs of different countries by means
of varying IDA/Bank blends. The Bank and IDA had separate sources of funds,
whereas Bank loans to market eligible countries would be from the same
source as loans to other members. This was also the reason why the analogy
of the Inter-American Development Bank was not fully relevant, for IDB had
various sources of funds as well as various interest rates on its loans.

46. The founders of the Bank and IDA had shown great wisdom in keeping
the two separate. As Mr. Garland had pointed out, the character of the Bank
and its stature in the private capital markets of the world had been preserved
by channelling public funds for aid on soft terms through IDA. IDA's funds
were of course limited and any increase would be of unmistakable benefit to
developing countries. However, any attempt to achieve this indirectly by
making the Bank more like IDA would be disadvantageous to everyone.

47. Mr. Handfield-Jones said that he would strongly oppose the idea of
raising interest rates against market eligible countries if the purpose were
to cover the Bank's higher costs of borrowing or to build up larger profits
for transfer to IDA. However, he was aware that these were not the purposes
of the proposal before the Committee. He was confident of the President's
determination to resist the inevitable pressures for extension of the prin-
ciple of differential interest rates which Mr. Garland had vividly described.

h8. Mr. Handfield-Jones went on to define the real and important problem
with which he felt the proposal was designed to deal. An institution like
the Bank could usefully act as an intermediary through which funds could
move from rich countries to poor countries. At the same time, and without
prejudice to this first purpose, it could also help to channel funds from
surplus countries to deficit countries. Very often the two functions coin-
cided. However, it made less sense for the Bank to borrow in rich deficit
countries in order to lend to countries which were also relatively rich and
which were no more in deficit than the country where the Bank had raised
the money.
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49. The present difficulty arose from two sources: the perfectly proper
determination of the U.S. authorities to reduce their balance of payments
deficit, which was due in part to the existence of vast borrowing facilities
in the United States, and the difficulty of borrowing large amounts of money
at reasonable rates in surplus countries in Europe and elsewhere.

50. Mr. Handfield-Jones said that there were three ways of mitigating
these problems. One was for market eligible countries to minimize their
need for borrowing. A second was for market eligible countries to borrow
as much as possible in the markets of the surplus countries. A third was
for the Bank also to borrow as much as possible in the surplus countries.
He appreciated the efforts which the President was making to increase Bank
borrowing in the surplus countries. He felt that the Bank could do even
more than it had been doing to persuade market eligible countries to borrow
as little as possible abroad and to concentrate necessary borrowings in the
markets of surplus countries. As compared with these three courses of
action the proposed increase in interest rates on loans to market eligible
countries would have much more uncertain effects. It might reduce these
countries' total borrowings, but probably not very substantially. It might
divert borrowings from the Bank to other sources; but the diversion would
most likely be to the United States market, despite the interest equaliza-
tion tax, and this was surely the reverse of what was needed. Moreover, if
market eligible countries accepted the proposed change reluctantly, then
the influence of the Bank upon them might be diminished.

51. Mr. Handfield-Jones said that he doubted whether the proposal before
the Committee was the best way of dealing with the problem. There might be
other solutions which would have less undesirable side effects. He requested
that the Committee be provided a fuller justification for the proposed
policy than the brief paper which had been circulated.

52. Dr. Donner said that much of the earlier discussion of the proposed
interest rate change had been based on the assumption that the Bank had a
much greater degree of freedom in conducting its policies than it in fact
had. Mr. Black had been accustomed to point out that the Bank was not
constrained by lack of financial resources, but rather by lack of worthwhile
projects. At that time there had, for all practical purposes, been no
limit to the amount the Bank could borrow in the United States. The Bank
had therefore been in a unique position for an agency concerned with economic
assistance: it could raise money wherever it wished in the cheapest capital

market in the world. The Bank had of course borrowed outside the United
States, but more to emphasize the truly international character of the Bank
than to meet any financial need. In setting its own lending rates the Bank
had come to focus exclusive attention on the terms at which it could issue
its own bonds.

53. The situation was now completely different. The Chairman had pointed
out that the Bank's access to the U.S. Bond market was limited. He had not
set a figure and probably no figure could be given, but it was clear that
the Bank could no longer operate on the assumption that it could raise in the
U.S. market as much as it could use. This was chiefly the result of the U.S.
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authorities' quite justifiable efforts to correct their balance of payments
disequilibrium. In the meantime, capital markets in Europe had grown much
larger and stronger, but their terms were much stiffer than those in the
United States.

54. In former discussions of the gap between the terms available on the
U.S. capital market and those available on the European capital market it
had usually been suggested that European rates were abnormally high.
European governments had been advised to ease the terms available on their
markets as well as to enlarge the markets. However, it was no longer
justified to assume that U.S. interest rates were normal. In fact, it
seemed that there was a continuing process underway: U.S. interest rates
moving upward, despite the efforts of the U.S. authorities to stem the
trend, and rates outside the United States tending to fall over the years.

55. The past practice of the Bank was therefore only slightly relevant to
the present problem, because the basic conditions out of which the Bank's
practices and principles had grown were no longer the same. The Bank could
no longer operate on the assumption that it would be able to raise most of
the capital needed on the terms available on the U.S. market. It was in
fact confronted with the need to raise capital in several separate markets:
a limited amount at very favorable rates in U.S. markets, and limited amounts
at higher interest rates in other markets.

56. One way of meeting this situation was to pool all the money that the
Bank could raise, to average out the terms on which it was raised, and to
make the funds available to the Bank's borrowers at a uniform rate. While
some speakers appeared to favor such a course, Dr. Donner felt that it
would be contrary to the Bank's purposes. The Bank had been established to
pursue policies which private institutions would not pursue. A policy of
averaging, since in this case it would mean increasing interest rates,
would at the same time increase the legitimate need for IDA resources.
Such serious consequences of changes in Bank policies could not be neglected
in the formation of those policies. Thus this course of action seemed both
impractical and contrary to the spirit, if not the letter, of the Bank's
Articles.

57. The other possible course of action was for the Bank to reserve the
available low cost money for those members of the cooperative who needed it
most urgently. This had been called discrimination. The Bank had of course
always given different countries different treatment. For instance, there
were a number of countries which were ineligible for Bank loans either
because their financial practices excluded them or because they did not
need the money.

58. Dr. Donner was glad that there seemed to be little support for the
position that countries in a better economic and balance of payments
situation should be made ineligible for Bank loans. There were a number of
ways in which the Bank could continue to help countries which were quite far
advanced but which obviously still needed capital. Dr. Donner said he
welcomed the support which the Chairman had given to Dr. Lieftinck's
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suggestion that the Bank underwrite market loans to its members. But there
was no reason why the Bank should not at the same time continue lending to
its more advanced members. It could do so, for instance, if it conducted
its affairs in a compartmentalized way like the Inter-American Development
Bank. It could reserve money borrowed at low rates for a particular group
of the Bank's members, and it could use money borrowed at higher rates for
relending to countries which could pay higher rates. It would not be
necessary to establish separate accounts for these different compartments.
However, in each case the cost of Bank loans would be related to what the
Bank would have had to pay had it been raising money for relending to the
country in question, and the Bank would avoid giving the impression that
rates on loans to market eligible countries were artificially high.

59. It had been argued that such a policy of charging market eligible
countries higher rates was contrary to "normal banking practice", the
Bank's adherence to which was said to give it its favored position in inter-
national capital markets. Dr. Donner said that he thought that the issue
of "normal banking practice" was a false one. One accepted business
practice was to charge the customer what the traffic would bear. Bankers
had often owed their success to a certain disregard for "normal banking
practice", and had undertaken operations which run-of-the-mill bankers had
considered unorthodox. In fact, it was not clear what was meant by "normal
banking practice". It was hard to see anything in the proposed policy change
which was contrary to sound practice for the Bank as a financial institution.

60. Dr. Donner said that he did not agree that differential interest rates
would be unfavorably received in the market. The German Central Bank did
not expect an unfavorable reaction in the German market, and felt rather
that adjustment of the Bank's lending rates, where possible, to market terms
would make it easier to mobilize funds. The increase in portfolio sales
which had followed the increase in interest rates for loan sales suggested
that the market reaction to the new proposal would be favorable. Furthermore,
the Inter-American Development Bank had already developed the practice of
lending as well as borrowing at different rates, without affecting its
credit standing; IDB Bonds had the same triple A rating in the U.S. market
as Bank bonds.

61. Dr. Donner said that his remarks were based on the assumption that
pressures, such as Mr. Garland had feared, for progressive reductions in
the interest rates charged to weaker countries, would be successfully with-
stood. It was imporP'nt that the Bank should remain a self-supporting
institution and that it should not enter the field which had been reserved
for IDA. There was nothing in the President's paper to suggest he had in
mind a future softening of the Bank's lending.

62. He concluded by saying that the proposed interc-st rate increases seemed
to reflect realistically the situation faced by the Jank. They would not
harm the Bank's traditional borrowers. Rather than harming the market
eligible countries, they would probably result in their obtaining more inter-
national capital than would otherwise have been available to them, although
at somewhat higher interest rates.
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63. Mr. Woods commented that every Bank loan had to be approved by the
Executive Directors. Therefore the pressure which Mr. Garland said he
feared and to which Dr. Donner referred would have to influence a majority
of the Directors in order to become effective.

64. The meeting adjourned at 12:45 p.m.
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2. Mr. Woods said that the members of the Financial Policy Committee had
received Bank Dcument FPC64-17 at the end of October, concerning interest
rates on loans to "market eligible" countries. He added that Mr. Larre had
raised the question whether the subject was one for decision by the Board.
There was a precedent for regarding interest rates on Bank loans as a matter
appropriate for consideration by the Board. The Financial Policy Committee
had met on November 7, 1946 on the general subject of interest rates and
the minutes of a subsequent meeting of the Executive Directors on November 15,
1946 stated that, with reference to the report of the Financial Policy Com-
mittee: "The Executive Directors considered and approved the Report of the
Committee on Financial Policy regarding interest rates and commissions to be
charged". Thus the matter appeared to be in the jurisdiction of the Board.

3. The paper before the Committee contained a series of observations
without any specific recommendation. Mr. Woods said that he felt however
that there was merit in the idea of relating the charges on Bank loans to the
cost of Bank borrowing only for loans to countries that were truly under-
developed. Countries which had access to the market should pay an interest
rate related more closely to the rate they paid in the open market. Those
which did not have access to the open market might reasonably be expected to
pay a rate based on the rate the Bank itself had to pay to raise money.

4. Mr. Woods said that he did not feel that this step represented a great
change in the policies of the Bank group. Since the creation of IDA, countries
had borrowed from the Bank group at varying rates of interest. Some were too
creditworthy to be eligible for IDA. Others were not sufficiently credit-
worthy to be eligible for Bank loans. Yet others fell in between these two
categories, as "hard blend" or "soft blend" countries. The former were
countries which could borrow mostly on Bank terms while the latter were
countries which had to borrow mostly from IDA.

5. It was also noteworthy that other agencies almost invariably had more
than one rate of interest. Had IDA not been created the Bank would almost
certainly have had to introduce variable interest rates. The Inter-American
Development Bank had a remarkable number of interest rates.

6. Mr. Woods said that after nearly two years of study and activity in
the Bank group he did not favor any further major changes in general philo-
sophies; and he did not consider the proposed interest rate change radical.
The basic program of the Bank was good and the chief need was to put it
into operation and to improve it in detail.

7. Mr. Woods added that he was particularly concerned with raising money
during the coming six months. He was engaged in discussions about possible
bond issues in Switzerland, the United States, Germany and Canada. With such
market operations in prospect, he did not wish to raise further deep and
complicated questions similar to those involved in the changes he had proposed
regarding agricultural projects, education projects, financing of domestic
currency expenditures, and transfer of Bank earnings to IDA. He did not
regard the proposed change in interest rate policy as a matter of that sort.



8. Mr. Garland stated that the proposal before the Board raised issues
which went a long way back into the history of the Bank and had implications
for both its basic philosophy and its future development. The proposal
introduced the principle of discrimination among countries in respect of
Bank interest rates. This principle had been rejected in earlier Board
discussions and was inconsistent with the basic cooperative principle on
which the Bank, as an international institution, operated. Discrimination
was a more appropriate word than differentiation because differentiation
implied variation in interest rates according to market principles whereas
discrimination was just the opposite. It was true that the Bank already
discriminated among member countries. But the growth of discrimination, in
whatever form, was not to be encouraged by the Bank.

9. The important point was that there had previously been no discrimination
in Bank lending rates. The more creditworthy borrowers amongst Bank members
might normally have expected to borrow at lower rates than others, but they
had not questioned the existing Bank policy of charging all borrowers the
same rate. To charge borrowers with higher credit standing a higher rate of
interest would reverse both past practice and normal banking principles.
Borrowers who were being discriminated against would likely have reservations
about what the Bank was doing. Outside observers would find it difficult
to follow the Bank's line of reasoning. The Bank had hitherto been known
as an institution which followed accepted market principles and sound common
sense policy. The introduction of discriminatory rates was likely to
arouse a good deal of uneasiness and questioning among governments and in
other places where the image of the Bank was formed.

10. The issue was important, because the principle of discrimination,
once accepted, was liable to develop. A natural line of development would
be in the direction of lowering interest rates for less creditworthy countries.
If countries with good credit ratings should pay a higher rate of interest
a natural corollary was that countries with lower credit ratings should
pay a lower rate of interest. Pressure would clearly develop in this direction
and the pressure would probably be hard to resist.

11. Introduction of a discriminatory principle in interest rate formulation
would not only break down the basis of sound interest rate determination
hitherto maintained by the Bank but it would tend to destroy the crucial
distinction between the Bank and IDA. The Bank had so far been maintained
as a preserve of sound banking principles and it had passed over to IDA the
problem of dealing tyith countries with inadequate credit ratings and of
coping with the problems of international welfare. Some of the original
Part I countries had participated in establishing IDA as a separate
institution partly because they recognized the need to maintain the Bank
on a sound banking basis. It would be extremely unwise to mix the two
concepts, the banking one and the welfare one.

12. It was hard to predict exactly how world opinion would react to the
proposed change if it were introduced. There would be an awareness that
the Bank was changing its philosophy somewhat by departing from purely
banking principles in the direction of welfare ideas. The main element
in the past success of the Bank had been its ability to raise large sums
of money in world capital markets. This ability resulted primarily from its
high standing in financial circles. It was important that this borrowing
ability should not be impaired for there was clearly a need for an international
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institution which could mobilize capital on market terms and channel it
to those members that could pay a remunerative rate for it. If the Bank's
lending activities were allowed to be unduly influenced by welfare con-
siderations, then the Bank's standing with investors and its capacity to
carry out its intended role could suffer. Once its creditworthiness was
impaired the Bank would be forced to pay more for the funds it raised on
the market; and it would have to increase its "normal" interest rate on
loans, to the detriment of all concerned. There was a serious risk that
the market might react adversely; and the main question was whether the
Board should expose the Bank to that risk.

13. The memorandum before the Committee did not provide adequate justi-
fication for the proposal. The purpose of the proposed policy change
should be considered more fully. If the main purpose of discriminatory
interest rates was to ensure that borrowing countries would make maximum
use of private capital markets, then the proposal was unnecessary because
the Bank achieved this purpose under its existing policy. The Bank al-
ways exercised its judgment whether or not loan applicants were making
sufficiently diligent efforts to raise funds elsewhere.

14. Because the dem and for international loans was much larger than
could be met by all the capital markets and financial institutions in
the world, borrowers could not choose between one source and the other.
They had to take what they could get from all sources and were still
usually unable to fill their requirements. In these circumstances bor-
rowers were not attracted to the Bank just because Bank interest rates
were slightly lower than market rates. The Bank was a special lender,
lending under fairly rigid conditions and disposing of a limited amount
of funds. Any country which borrowed from the Bank would also be interested
in obtaining funds from the market. Many countries in fact borrowed from
both sources. Therefore, all that was necessary was to ensure that coun-
tries approaching the Bank had exhausted all reasonable alternative channels
of borrowing. The President had stated that he had recently emphasized
to the Japanese authorities the need to exhaust alternative channels of
borrowing before approaching the Bank.

15. If the main purpose of the proposal was to have the economically
stronger borrowers subsidize the interest rate paid by other borrowers
then its implementation would turn the Bank into more of an aid institu-
tion. That would have dangers for the Bank's standing in world markets
and the result might then be contrary to the interests of the very coun-
tries it was designed to help. Aid and welfare were matters for IDA and
any subsidizing of interest rates should be strictly confined to IDA.

16. Perhaps the proposed interest rate discrimination was related to
the U.S. interest equalization tax. Clearly the Bank, in deference to
its principal stockholder, should be careful to insure that its operations
did not unnecessarily burden the U.S. balance of payments. There would be
some embarrassment if a potential borrower who was subject to the interest
equalization tax in the U.S. market could, without strict scrutiny, obtain
dollar loans on better terms from an international window. Consideration



of the U.S. balance of payments was especially important because the Bank
might soon wish to raise funds in New York and it would have first to
secure the aproval of the U.S. Government. The Bank would want then to
show that its borrowers were exhausting every avenue in other markets.
B-it the .3ank could ensure this by more direct means. In this connection
it was interesting to note that according to the recent report of the
Eximbank, credits of $235 million which were made available to Italy during
the early part of 1964, when the interest equalization tax proposal was
in Congress, were extended at rates of 4-3/41 and 4-7/8%; these rates
appeared to be, if anything, below the general run of rates charged by
the Eximbank.

17. The Bank should certainly cooperate closely with the U.S. and
it should be careful not to aggravate U.S. problems, but, as an inter-
national organization, it should not simply adopt parallel policies. In
particular it should not change a long-standing lending rate policy simply
to accommodate itself to a temporary tax that was designed to cope with
a steadily diminishing problem.

180 Two other general aspects of discrimination against "market
eligible" countries could also be considered. Discrimination against
countries with high growth potential and the need for capital imports
could have an adverse effect on international development as a whole.
To insure a maximum international rate of economic development capital
should be permitted to flow freely and without discriminatory inter-
ference to countries with a high growth potential. The more rapid the
economic growth of borrowing countries the more rapidly secondary bene-
fits from trade multiplied throughout the international community, It
might well be that the amounts which the Bank was making available to
the countries with a high growth potential were, as the President had
recently suggested in the case of Japan, critically important contribu-
tions to meeting their requirements.

19. Mr. Garland added that he was not convinced by the statement in
paragraph 5 of the Committee paper that there had been, in recent years,an improvement in the ability of the economically stronger countries to
raise money in world capital markets. This could be true for some coun-
tries. For others, the scope for raising external capital on reasonable
terms by independent approaches to the capital markets had tended, if
anything, to diminish; nor did the future look very hopeful. For some
countries the Bank was the only source available to supplement their own
independent approaches to the capital markets. Some countries had sought
membership of the Bank for this very reason and they would find the pre-
sent proposals most disconcerting.
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20. Countries which were contributing to IDA and which found themselves
called upon to pay increased loan charges were carrying a double burden
of asistance - a discriminatory interest charge, presumably for the ultimate
benefit of Part II countries, plus an obligation to contribute to IDA
replenishment. Such countries would also be conscious of the fact that
when they assumed the responsibilities of Part I membership of IDA they did
not expect to be denied access to Bank loans on the same terms as other
borrowers. They would also remember that they had waived their right to
a dividend from the Bank in order to assist developing countries through
IDA. Therefore, the proposal might ultimately affect IDA.

21. Turning to the proposed schedule of rates Mr. Garland said that it
seemed quite reasonable for a cooperative institution like the Bank to
maintain a structure of charges which was both uniform and somewhat under
the market. To charge a rate slightly above prevailing market rates, as
had been suggested, would seem not only unreasonable but contrary to the
basic purpose for which the Bank had been established.

22. The proposed schedule of rates should be examined, especially from
the point of view of two groups of countries. First, countries which were
still only approaching the stage of market eligibility would be discouraged
from trying to improve their credit standing in world capital markets to
the point where they could borrow on reasonable terms. Secondly, countries
for which market rates were lower than the proposed new Bank rates might
find that their credit standing, which they had so carefully built up in
world capital markets, was seriously damaged. The market might interpret
a long-term 6-1/2% rate on Bank loans to these countries as an unfavorable
judgment by the Bank on the prospects of these countries.

23. Introduction of a double lending rate structure along the lines
proposed would also present considerable difficulties in the determination of
interest rates at which participations and portfolio sales were made. If
the Bank lending rate were 6-1/2% then buyers of participations would clearly
press for 6-1/2% for themselves. A double rate for participations might
be the sequel to double leading rates, but, even if this could be avoided,
the general level of interest rates on participations and portfolio sales
might increase unnecessarily.

24. Mr. Garland concluded by saying that he saw nothing to recommend the
proposal. If asked to suggest an alternative he would say that it did not
seem necessary to alter the Bank's present lending rate policy. The rate
at which the Bank could borrow had risen and might rise further. However,
Bank profits were rising and the margin between Bank borrowing and lending
rates was still high. The margin could be reduced substantially by
eliminating the commission charge and in other ways. The Bank had other
resources besides borrowed funds. Even if the average cost of new borrowings
increased appreciably,the 5-1/2% lending rate could be maintained. If any
increase in lending rates was necessary, then it should be uniform in
incidence among borrowing countries. If it were decided that discrimination
between borrowers was necessary then it might be desirable first to raise
the interest rates on any loans to IFC.



25. Mr. Garland said that the proposal was important enough for the
Governori tWe asked, not necessarily to adopt a resolution, but perhaps to
give considered views in the light of fuller and more comprehensive state-
ments by the M1anagement. This would give the Governors a useful opportunity
to contribute to the gereral development of Bank policy and to the improvement
of the Bank's relationship with its members.

26. Mr, Woods said it was unthinkable that countries of the market
eligible type wiould, as Mr0 Garland had suggested, take reprisals by changing
their policies with respect to IDA contributions. Of the seven principal
contributors to the first repJ.enishment of IDA resources, only two were in
the category of market eligible countries: Japan and Italy. He (Mr. Woods)
had laid before the Finance Ministers of both countries the reasons for the
impending increase in interest rates, and they had both agreed that there
was no alternative to raising the interest rate. Ar. Garland said he had
had in mind only that such considerations would be weighed by the policy
makers; not that they would necessarily be expressed in policy.

27. Mr. Garba said that he found the arguments in favor of a higher
interest rate on Bank loans to market eligible countries convincing and
logical. It might seem ungracious for a representative of developing
countries to advocate discrimination against the Part I countries which
were the principal contributors to IDA. However, market eligible countries
were economicaLly stronger than the developing countries and were therefore
able to amortize their loans more rapidly. It was therefore desirable for
the Bank to charge market eligible countries rather higher interest rates
so that it could turn over its funds more profitably and discourage them
from resorting to it for funds.

28. Mr. Garba said that although he supported the arguments and
conclusions of the memorandum before the Committee, he had reservations
about the definition of market eligible countries. Though it was not
necessary to say exactly which countries fell into this category, it would
be desirable to formulate some criteria of market eligibility. Only
countries that were generally considered fully developed should be included
in the category.

29. Mr. Mirza said that while all members of the Bank must be regarded
as equally eligible for Bank loans, countries which were able to raise funds
on the world market should be encouraged to do so to the fullest extent.
The Bank's ability to borrow funds from the market in any one year was
limited. Therefore, in the interest of the world economy, the Bank should
stop lending to the advanced countries with high credit standing or should
at least devote most of its attention to financing the less fortunate
countries that were not in a position to obtain capital from sources other
than the Bank. Otherwise the Bank would have to borrow more and more for
the benefit of the advanced countries and thus it would have less and less
for the poorer countries. Such a course would be inconsistent with the keen
and sympathetic interest that the Bank had taken in the development of the
less developed countries.
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30. The Bank should therefore discourage merbers with high creditstanding from seeking its financial assistance. One way of doing this was,as suggested in the paper before the Committee, to make loans to suchcountries only at rates of interest higher than the Bank's normal rate.Another way, as suggested by one of the countries Mr. Mirza represented,would be to stop financing the more developed countries altogether, sinceBank funds might in future barely suffice to meet the growing needs of thedeveloping countries, more of whom had recently joined the Bank family.That would undoubtedly be the ideal solution. If it was not consideredfeasible then, as sugges ted by the same country, the possibility of augmentingIDA resources by amounts equivalent to the loans to developed countriesshould be considered. That would ensure that the needs of developingcountries were adequately met.

31. Continuing, Mr. Nirza said that he would support the suggestion inthe paper before the Oomrittee if he could be sure that it would effectivelydiscourage developed countries from coming to the Bank. He was afraid thatthis objective might not be achieved, for loans to Part I countries could besold out of the Bank's portfolio at lower interest rates than loans to Part IIcountries. Since the Bank's normal practice was to pass on to the borrowerthe benefit of lower rates obtained on poitfolio sales, the Part I countrieswould, under the plan proposed in the paper, only pay more for their loansin the early years before the Bank had sold them, and no appreciable changewould have been brought about.

32. Some further steps might therefore be needed in order to achievethe desired objective. The Bank might discontinue passing on to the borrowerthe difference between its own interest rate and that at which sales weremade from portfolio. The money so earned could be placed in a special fundfor use by IDA,. This suggestion was intended primarily to provoke furtherthinking on the subject, not to rule out other solutions.

33. Mr. Mirza concluded by saying that he supported the suggestion madein the paper - that the rate of interest on loans to Part I countries shouldbe increased. As the Chairman had pointed out, the practice of chargingdifferent rates of interest on different categories of loans already existedand the present proposal should not therefore adversely affect the abilityof the Bank to borrow funds on the world market.

34. Mr. Thor said that the question before the Committee was whether
the Bank should break away from its rule of charging all borrowers the sameinterest rate and charge countries with stronger economies up to 1% a yearhigher interest. The Bank would no doubt continue to raise money in thosefinancial markets which offered the best rate of interest. Rates of interesthad been increasing generally in the world for some time. The questiontherefore arose whether the Bank would not have to follow the general trend.Apparently the Bank was, for certain reasons, also handicapped in issuingbonds in the cheapest markets, so that it would have to make more use of themore expensive markets; this was another reason why the average rate ofinterest on its bonds would probably rise. To meet these higher costs itwas now suggested that the Bank should adopt the new course of chargingsome countries higher interest rates than others.
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35. Mr. Thor said that, of the governments which he represented,
Sweden was definitely in favor of the proposal in the memorandum before
the Committee. Iceland did not wish to participate in the discussion.
Denmark, Finland and Norway were strongly opposed to the proposal.
Mr. Thor went on to outline the views of these three countries.

36. The Bank's earnings position had in the past been satisfactory,
so that from a business point of view there did not appear to be any reason
for changing its lending rates. With its current interest rate structure
the Bank had been able to sell considerable portions of its loans to
private investors in industrialized countries, and the proceeds of these
sales had been added to the Bank's resources.

37. The proposed graduation of interest rates on Bank loans would
discriminate, not only between industrialized and other borrowers, but also
among the industrialized countries themselves. The interest rates proposed
for loans to certain countries, including Denmark and Norway, were higher
than the interest rate that these countries had been paying on the inter-
national capital markets, while the new rates proposed for some other
industrialized countries corresponded to the terms which they would be able
to obtain on the market. Conditions on the international capital markets
were constantly changing, and these changes could have considerable effect
on the industrialized countries' prospects for borrowing. Consequently,
a scale of interest rates on Bank loans, as now proposed, was unlikely to
ensure that the Bank's terms for any individual industrialized member
country were the same as those of the open capital market.

38. Denmark felt that it would prefer the Bank to limit its lending
to industrialized member countries by means of a direct quantitative
limitation rather than by differential interest rates. Such a limitation
would make clear the criteria regarding a country's economic and foreign
exchange position which the Bank would use in its lending.

39. In order to finance a large bridge project, Denmark might soon wish
to raise a large amount of money. It might combine a loan on the foreign
capital market with a loan from the Bank. If it had exhausted open market
sources of capital, there seemed to be no reason why Denmark should only be
permitted to borrow from the Bank on more restrictive terms than other
countries.

40. A Norwegian view was that there seemed to be no real grounds for
discrimination among those of the Bank's borrowers that were not eligible
for IDA credits. Countries which did qualify for IDA credits could already
borrow at lower rates and on more favorable terms than other countries.

14. 14r. Thor thought that if the proposal were adopted the Bank would
face special difficulties when the time came to decide which countries
should pay higher interest rates. Governments could often be treated like
individual human beings: some were industrious and hard-working, others
less so. The hard-working man should not be punished nor should the lazy man
be -given a bonus. To charge the prime borrower the higher lending rate
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and the least creditworthy borrower the premium rate was contrary to usual
banking practice. The Bank was not of course bound by the rules of regular
commercial banking. Nevertheless, it had in the past always operated with
a single rate and had treated projects on an equal basis. When the Bank
came to the conclusion that it was necessary to introduce differential
interest rates IDA, was created, partly to keep the Bank itself on a clear
banking basis. Would it not be sounder and better to continue to keep the
Bank itself on this clear banking basis?

42. fir. Gutierrez Cano thought the President's memorandum on market
eligible loans was extremely important. The Bank had up to now charged all
borrowers a single rate of interest based on the cost of the Bank's borrowing.
The Bank had at the same time differentiated among countries by discontinuing
financial assistance to some because of their economic prosperity.

43. The memorandum before the Committee suggested that the Bank should
base its interest rate, not on its own rating in the capital market, but
on the rating of the individual borrowing country in that market.

h. Diversification of interest rates had been proposed during the Bank's
Annual Meetings. Some had argued that the introduction of differential
interest rates was justified by the special financial situation of the
developing countries. The memorandum before the Committee did have the merit
of considering the peculiarities of individual countries more precisely than
in the past.

45. The memorandum justified the adoption of differential interest rates
on the grounds that the Bank might have to go to capital markets in which
it would have to pay more on its bonds. A higher rate of interest on some
Bank loans might however also affect conditions in the capital market.
Higher interest rates on Bank bonds would then force a gradual extension of
higher interest rates to a greater number of countries. If the proposed
dual interest rate were introduced, then the 5-1/2% rate, the lower of the
two, might gradually come to be considered as a subsidized or privileged
rate. The Bank might have to use its net earnings to maintain it at the
5-1/2% level.

46. There was a need to define very clearly the criteria for deciding
whether or not a country was eligible for the international financial market.
The memorandum gave only a brief discription of market eligible countries.
Nevertheless, it seemed to suggest that such countries had the following
characteristics:

(a) A high level of economic prosperity and personal income.

(b) An efficient domestic capital market adequate to the
country's needs and regular recourse to the international
capital market for additional borrowing on reasonable terms.

(c) A need to come to the Bank only to complement the capital
raised elsewhere.



The Bank should determine market eligibility in such a way that countries
were added to the category only when they reached a financial, economic and
social position in which the higher interest rate on Bank loans would not
come as a limitation on their efforts toward economic progress. The Bank
would have to be careful that, by the way it defined market eligibility,
it did not discourage countries from going to the international capital
market to meet their requirements. It was evidently not the intention of
the memorandum to interfere or discourage these countries in their efforts
to secure better access to international capital markets.

47. The memorandum before the Committee also discussed the period of
loans for market eligible countries. The period of Bank loans had to be
decided on the basis of a country's financial and economic situation, the
nature and repayment period of the project and the financial needs of the
Bank. The Bank's loans had generally had reasonable maturity dates and
grace periods. Borrowing countries would not benefit from an undue extension
of either.

48. Mr. Gutierrez Cano concluded by saying he felt that the establishment
of differential interest rates should not have any adverse effects on the
developing countries which required Bank assistance. The Bank had to keep
an interest rate appropriate to the needs of these countries and therefore
lower than that on loans to market eligible countries. To maintain that
lower interest rate the Bank might have to use its net income.

49. Mr. Reilly said that, despite his sympathy with much of Mr. Garland's
interesting contribution to the discussion, he wanted to support the
proposals in the President's memorandum. It was quite true, as Mr. Garland
had said, that the Bank's main task was to encourage development and there-
fore it should help those countries which were progressing rapidly. The
proposal before the Committee seemed to encourage that effort; the Bank
had resumed lending to Japan about two years ago and would consider a new
loan to Japan in the near future. The Bank could supplement the efforts of
countries like Japan and Italy to raise loans on the market. Nevertheless,
there was a need for the Bank to exercise some judgment as to what pro-
portion of its available funds should be lent in that way. It was also
necessary to recognize that the Bank's 5-1/2% lending rate could not be
sustained if the Bank continued to lend on a large scale to such countries
for they could absorb very large amounts of capital. It therefore seemed
right for the Bank to charge such countries an interest rate more in line
with the market than its 'normal' rate. The latter was subsidized because
the Bank did not have to pay interest on its subscribed capital.

50. Mr. Reilly said that he was uncertain whether a single schedule of
rates, as proposed, was best. Probably it was the best way to launch
differential interest rates. But he felt that more consideration should be
given to the possibility of adapting the interest rate for each individual
country more closely to the market rate for that country.
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51. Mr. Reilly said that he did not agree with Mr. Mirza's suggestion
that the Bank should not pass on to the borrower the benefit of any
difference between the rate it charged on a loan and the rate at which it
sold portions of the loan from its portfolio. That would be an extreme
departure from the Bank's past practice. Once loans had been sold out of
portfolio the Bank no longer had anything to do with them. A country was
surely entitled to get the benefit of lower interest rates, where possible,
on the market. The Bank could play a useful role by providing the ready
money required to go forward with a big development project and then feeding
the loan out on to the open market as and when it could be absorbed.

52. Mr. Woods said he agreed with Mr. Reilly's comments on Mr. firza's
proposal that the Bank should not pass on the benefit of a lower interest
rate obtained when a portion of a loan was sold from portfolio. If market
eligible countries were to be charged interest rates related to the market
rate, then they should also be given the benefit of savings that could be
realized when their paper was sold in the market. The opposition that some
countries such as Norway were said to feel to the introduction of what they
considered an unduly high rate might be tempered by the knowledge that, if
portfolio sales of their paper could be made at a lower rate, they would
receive the benefit of it.

53. At 12:40 p.m., the meeting was adjourned.
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"Market Eligible" Loans

1. The Bank was intended to supplement, not to supplant borrowing by
its members in capital markets. Article III, Section h(ii) of the Articles
of Agreement provides that the Bank should lend only after it satisfies
itself that "in the prevailing market conditions the borrower would be
unable otherwise to obtain the loan under conditions which, in the opinion
of the Bank, are reasonable for the borrower."

2. The Bank, at an early stage in its history, decided not to base its
lending rates on the rates which its borrowers paid in the market, but to
have a single rate for all borrowers and to relate it to the cost of Bank
borrowing.

3. Because of its ability to call on its members if necessary to enable
it to meet its liabilities, the Bank can borrow at low rates. Thanks to
this fact, the Bank's borrowers have obtained funds at rates which have
generally been below those they would have had to pay in the market--if they
could borrow at all.

4. In considering loan requests from the stronger of its members, the
Bank has never considered that, ipso facto, a market rate higher than its
lending rate was unreasonable. The Bank has frequently urged its members
to borrow in the market at rates higher than its own lending rate, and
has always exercised its judgement as to whether or not the applicant was
making diligent efforts to raise funds elsewhere.

In recent years, there has been an improvement in the ability of the
economically stronger countries to raise money in the capital markets of the
world. From time to time, however, the amounts they can raise on reasonable
terms still fall short of their requirements, and the Bank is therefore
justified in lending to them, even though this increases the amount the Bank
has to raise in the market. These countries generally have a substantially
higher income level than the developing countries who by and large have
little or no market credit, and it is questionable whether they should
receive funds at the low rates at which the Bank lends to developing countries.
Moreover, to the extent that--funds are available to them from the Bank at a
rate lower than the rate they would pay in the market, they have an incentive
to come to the Bank.

6. These considerations seem to lead to the conclusion that on loans to
countries which normally cover a substantial part of their external cap-
ital needs by borroiing on the capital markets of the world, the Bank
should charge a rate of interest higher than that charged to its borrowers
generally. It is not necessary at this stage to decide upon the countries
coming into this category. Such countries, which might be termed "market
eligible countries," would be determined as loan applications come up for
consideration in the light of circumstances existing at the time.
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7. If this conclusion is accepted, the question arises as to how this
higher rate or rates should be determined. Determination of lending rates,
case by case, on the basis of the market rating of the borrower would be
difficult in the absence of a market issue which coincided with a Bank loan,
and would complicate loan negotiations. A rate or schedule of rates,
common to all market eligible countries, would be the simplest solution.
The question arises as to whether there should be a single rate or a scale
of rates, depending on the maturity of the loan. Almost by definition,
market eligible countries are in a relatively strong position, and able to
amortize their loans faster than other countries can. It is to the advantage
of the Bank to encourage them to do so since the Bank would be repaid sooner
and be able to sell maturities more readily, thereby turning over its funds
more rapidly.' Thus, the conclusion would seem to be that a scale of rates
is preferable to a single rate, the rates being lowest for the shortest loans
and highest for the longest.

8. This scale should be determined by reference to the rates which market
eligible countries concerned would have to pay in the market for various
maturities and would vary with the general level of interest rates. Since
it should induce market eligible borrowers to maximize the use of the market
place and minimize the use of Bank funds, the scale of rates should err on
the side of being above market rates rather than below. Under current condi-
tions, a maximum of 6-1/2% and a minimum of 6% seem appropriate, as shown
below:

Final Maturity Date Rate

Up to and including 10 years 6%

More than 10 years to and
including 15 years 6-1/4%

More than 15 years 6-1/2%

9. Although these rates might be somewhat higher than market rates in
the case of some market eligible countries, the market rates themselves
might be higher if these countries were forced to obtain all their capital
requirements in the market. Furthermore , to the extent that the Bank is
able to pass on to the market, through participations or portfolio sales,
portions of its loans to market eligible countries at interest rates lower
than those established by the Bank, the borrower would obtain a benefit
from the lower market rates.

George D. Woods
President

October 28, 1964
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"MARKET ELIGIBLE" LOANS

1. The meeting considered the revised version (SSK/A/64-55) of Mr. Cope's
paper on the above subject.

2. It was agreed that the policy change recommended in the paper did not
entail any consequential changes of loan policy not stated therein. In
particular, the determination of maturities and periods of grace and of
procurement policies in the case of loans to "market eligible" countries
should be based on the same principles as in the case of loans to other
countries, and any decision to relax normal standards of project appraisal
and supervision in the case of a particular loan should depend on confidence
in the borrower's ability to prepare and execute a project satisfactorily,
rather than on the ground that the country in question happened to be
"market eligible".

3. It was noted that the question was under consideration whether the
Bank, when a participation or portfolio sale was effected at a rate less
than that charged by the Bank on the loan in question, should pass on to
the borrower the whole of the benefit of the difference of rates, instead of
not more than 1%, as was the current practice. To pass on the whole benefit
would deprive "market eligible" countries of grounds for complaining that
the Bank charged them unduly high rates.

4. The paper was approved, subject to a number of drafting changes. It
was agreed that the paper, with these changes, would be sent to the Financial
Policy Committee of the Executive Directors for discussion as soon as the
latter had had sufficient time to prepare their views; it was desirable that
a decision be reached on the matter before loan negotiations with Italy began.
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AREA OPERATIONS

Africa

5. Mr. Williams said that, until the situation in the Sudan had been
clarified, consideration of the second railways loan by the Executive
Directors and the departure of the mission to review the Gezira Scheme
would be deferred.

SETTLEKENT OF INVESTMENT DISPUTES

6. Mr. Broches reported that:

(a) Draft Rules of Conduct for the meeting of the Legal Committee
(beginning on November 23) to draft the proposed Convention for the
Settlement of Investment Disputes might be ready for consideration at
the November 10 Executive Directors' meeting.

(b) Mr. Gabriel Valdes, a Chilean lawyer who had been General Counsel
of the Compania Acero del Pacifico, and who had written to him in
sympathetic terms about the SID proposals just before the Santiago
meeting, would be Foreign Minister in the new Chilean Government.

"LOST WEEK END"

7. It was noted that, at the "Lost Week End" meeting of Senior Staff heldat The Homestead, Va. on October 23 and 24, it had been agreed that:

(a) Sections of the report on "Training and Career Development"
(SSM/A/64-43) would be discussed week by week at Senior Staff Meetings.

(b) TOD and the Economic Department would make recommendations on
the identification of the authorship of reports, which had been
considered desirable in principle as a means of delegating responsibility.

(c) Messrs. Knapp and Cope would consider ways of reducing the flow
of paper in the Bank and of reducing the size of documents circulated
to the Executive Directors.

(d) Messrs. Graves and Miller would consider ways of supplementing
the routine press releases on individual loans and credits in order
to improve publicity for the activities of the Bank and, in particular,IDA.

(e) A small joint Bank/IFC group would be set up to consider the
implications of financing industry, with a view to further discussion
possibly at a future "Lost Week End".



(f) TOD would draft an Operational Memorandum on "Project Preparation".

(g) Further consideration should be given to the manner of budgeting
for project and sector study costs.

(h) Policy with regard to the nationalization of foreign property
would be discussed case by case at SSN meetings.

ADJOURNMENT

8. The meeting adjourned at 10:30 a.m.

C. H. Davies
Secretary

CORRIGENDU

Mr. Miller should have been recorded as present at the October 21
meeting (SS31/A/64-39).
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"Market Eligible" Loans

1. The Bank was intended to supplement, not to supplant borrowing by
its members in capital markets. Article III, Section h(ii) of the Articles
of Agreement provides that the Bank should lend only after it satisfies it"
self that "in the prevailing market conditions the borrower would be unable
otherwise to obtain the loan under conditions which, in the opinion of the
Bank, are reasonable for the borrower."

2. The Bank, at an early stage in its history, decided not to base its
lending rates on the rates which its borrowers paid in the market. Few of
them habitually borrowed in the capital markets of the world, arl had any
established credit abroad. For any of them, the determination of rates,
country by country, would be very difficult, particularly in the unsettled
conditions of the late 'forties. In these circumstances, it was decided
to have a single rate, or a schedule of rates, for all borrowers and to
relate it to the cost of Bank borrowing.

3. Because of its ability to call on its members if necessary to en-
able it to meet its liabilities, the Bank can borrow at low rates. Thanks
to this fact, the Bank's borrowers have obtained funds at rates which have
generally been well below those they would have had to pay in the market-
if they could borrow at all.

4. In considering loan requests from the stronger of its members, the
Bank has never considered that, fa co a rate higher than its lending
rate was unreasonable. The Bank has frequently urged its members to bor-
row in the market at rates markedly higher than its own lending rate, and
has always exercised its judgement as to whether or not the applicant was
malng due efforts to raise funds elsewhere.

5. In the last fifteen years, there has been an improvement in the
ability of the economically stronger countries to raise money abroad,
From time to time, however, the amounts they can raise still fall short
of their requirements, and the Bank is therefore justified in lending to
them, even though this increases the amount the Bank has to raise in the
market. These countries generally have a substantially higher income
level than the developing countries who by and large have little or no
market credit, and it is questionable whether they should receive funds
at the low rates at which the Bank lends to developing countries. More-
over, as long as funds are available to them from the Bank at a rate lower
than the rate they would pay in the market, they have little incentive to
try to borrow elsewhere before approaching the Bank.

6. These considerations seem to lead to the conclusion that on loans
to countries which normally cover a substantial part of their external cap"*
ital needs by borrowing on the capital markets of the world, the Bank
should charge a rate of interest higher than that charged to its borrowers
generally. It is not necessary at this stage to decide upon the countries
coming into this category. Such countries, which might be termed "market
eligible countries," would be determined as loan applications come up for
consideration in the light of circumstances existing at the time.
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7. If this conclusion is accepted, the question arises as to how this
higher rate or rates should be determined. Determination of lending rates,
case by case, on the basis of the market rating of the borrower would be
difficult in the absence of a market issue which coincided with a Bank loan,
and would greatly complicate loan negotiations. A rate or schedule of rates,
common to all market eligible countries, would be the simplest solution. The
question arises as to whether there should be a single rate or a scale of
rates, depending on the maturity of the loan. Almost by definition, market
eligible countries are in a relatively strong position, and able to amortize
their loans faster than poorer countries can. It is to the advantage of the
Bank to encourage them to do so since the Bank would be repaid sooner and be
able to sell maturities more readily, thereby turning over its funds more
rapidly. Thus, the conclusion would seem to be that a scale of rates is pref-
erable to a single rate, the rates being lowest for the shortest loans and
highest for the longest.

8. This scale should be determined by reference to the rates which market
eligible countries concerned would have to pay in the market for various ma-
turities and would vary with the general level of interest rates, Since it
should induce market eligible borrowers to maximize the use of the market
place and minimize the use of Bank funds, the scale of rates should err on
the side of being above market rates rather than below. Under current condi-
tions, a maximum of 6-1/2% and a minimum of 6% seem appropriate, as shown
below:

Final Maturity Date Rate

Up to and including 10 years 6%

More than 10 years to and
including 15 years 6-1/4%

More than 15 years 6-1/2%

9, Although these rates might be somewhat higher than market rates in
the case of some market eligible countries, the market rates themselves
might be higher if these countries were forced to obtain all their capital
requirements in the market. Furthermore, to the extent that the Bank is
able to pass on to the market, through participations or portfolio sales,
portions of its loans to market eligible countries at interest rates lower
than those established by the Bank, the borrower would ebta* the benefit
pe the lower market rates.

S. R. Cope
October 26, 1964
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FROM: John H. Adler

SUBJECT: Lending rate on Market Loans

Thank you for showing me the note. As you gathered I find myself
much in agreement with your reasoning. I still think it would have been
much simpler (and more honest) to propose an increase of the interest

charges to market eligible countries simply by saying that our charges
should maintain the same relation to the market rates as before the
imposition of the interest utilization tax and that therefore we are
raising our interest rates charged to them to the same extent as the

new tax does.
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"Market Eligible" Loans

The Bank has currently under consideration applications in sub-
stantial amounts from countries (such as Italy, Japan and Norway) which
normally should depend largely on private capital markets for their ex-
ternal capital needs.

2, The Ban'c was intended to supplement, not to supplant borrowing by
its members in capital markets. Article III, Section (ii) of the Arti-
cles of Agreement provides that the Bank should lend only after it satis-
fies itself that "in the revailing market conditions the borrower would
be unable otherwise to obtain the loan under conditions which, in the
opinion of the Bank, are reasonable for the borrower."

3. While over the past few years countries with established market
credit have been able to raise substantial amounts in the capital mar-
kets of the world, the amounts they can raise on reasonable terms may
still fall short of their requirements. Where this is the case, Bank
lending can be justified. However, the question arises as to whether a
rate of interest different from that normally charged to borrowers should
be applicable in such cases.

4. The rate of interest normally and currently charged by the World
Bank (5-1/2%) is related to the cost of Bank borrowing. So long as the
credit of member countries is not established in the private capital mar-
kets of the world, there seems to be no other way to determine logically
the Bank's lending rate. Because of its ability to call on governments
if necessary to enable it to meet its liabilities, the Bank can borrow
at low rates, thus making possible a low rate of interest for these coun-
tries, which constitute the great majority of the Bank's membership.

5. The rates of interest at which funds are at present available to
foreign borrowers which have access to the principal capital markets of
the world are generally higher than the rate of 5-1/2% which is currently
charged by the Bank, These rates, however, can still be considered "rea-
sonable" for the borrowers within the terms of Article III, Section h(ii),
and the Bank can still press applicants for loans to resort to the market
wherever possible, As long as funds are available at lower cost from the
Bank, however, it is difficult to make sure that borrowing from the Bank
is not a substitute fo rrowing from market sources, instead of being
a supplement to it. If borrowing from the Bank we~'e more expensive (or
at least no cheaper) than borrowing in the market, there would be greater
assurance that Bank funds were meeting a need that could not be met in
Mhe market,

6. These considerations seem to lead to the conclusion that on loans
to countries which normally cover a substantial part of their external
capital needs by borrowing on the capital markets of the world, the Bank
should charge a rate of interest which would be related to tihe price gen-
erally paid by borrowing governments in those markets. It is not neces-
sary at this stage to decide upon a list of countries coming into this



category. Such countries, which might be termed "market eligible coun-
tries," would be determined from time to time as loan applications come
up for consideration in the light of circumstances existing at the time.

7. Since the objective is to make the Bank s interest rate for mar-
ket eligible countries reflect market conditions, it would be logical
for the Bank in fixing its interest rate on any loan to reply on the mar-
ket's assessment of the individual country's credit, This raises the
question as to which market is to provide the measure, for the rates paid
by borrowers in various markets vary widely. If, however, the Bank's loan
were to be made in conjunction with a public offering of a significant
size, the cost of the public issue could determine the rate charged by the
Bank.

8. This might not always be practicable. The probabilities are that
in many instances a Bank loan could not be arranged to coincide with a
public offering. The choice in such cases would lie between (a) making
a judgement of what the cost of borrowing would be if a public offering
were made or (b) applying a fixed rate, or a fixed scale of rates, which
would be applicable to all market borrowers.

9. As to alternative (a), it must be said that in the absence of a
public offering the determination of the rate in any individual case
would be extremely difficult, since rates vary from one market to another,
and since even in a single market the right rate to apply, although based
on market prices, must in the last resort be a matter of judgement.

10. As to alternative (b), it is clear that a rate or schedule of
rates, aommon to all market countries, would be simple and could not be
regarded as discriminatory. On the other hand, it would mean that most
countries would pay more (some might conceivably pay less) than would be
indicated by the quotations of their bonds. In the end, however, the dif-
ference between the two methods might be less than appears to be the case
at first sight. If, having made a loan at the fixed rate, the Bank sold
part of it at an interest saving to the borrower, the result to the bor-
rower (to the extent of these sales) might not be so very different from
what it would have been had the interest rate been fixed in the first in-
stance on the basis of a market quotation,

11. If the idea of having a common rate is accepted, the question a-
rises as to whether there should be a single rate or a scale of rates,
depending on the maturity of the loan, The answer depends on whether
there are special arguments applying to the countries under consideration
which do not apply generally, Almost by definition these countries are
in a relatively strong political and economic position, and they are usu-
ally able to amortize their loans faster than poorer countries can. Since
they are able to repay more quickly, it is to the advantage of the Bank to
encourage them to accept a shorter amortization period, since the Baak will
be repaid sooner and be able to sell maturities more readily, thereby
turning over its funds more rapidly. Thus the conclusion would seem to
be that if treatment common to all market countries is applied, a scale
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of rates is preferable to a single rate, the rates being lowest for the
shortest loans and highest for the longest.

12. The range of this scale should be determined by reference to the
rates which the countries concerned would have to pay in the market at
the time. It would change upwards or downwards with changes in the gen-
eral level of interest rates and while in no sense being a scientifically
weighted average would represent a rough measure of the cost of borrowing
in major capital markets. It must necessarily be somewhat arbitrary,
Since the purpose is to induce market eligible bori-6wsto maximize the
use of the market p and minimize the use of Bank funds, the scale of
rates should err on the side of being above market rates rather than
below. Under current conditions a maximum of 6-1/2% and a minimum of 6%
seems appropriate, as shown below:

Final Maturity Date Rate

Up to and including 10 years 6%

More than 10 years to and in- 6-1/h%
cluding 15 years

More than 15 years 6-1/2%

Annexed is a statement showing present yields on a representative list of
foreign bonds.

13. Any one method of determining the rate of interest on market loans
has advantages and disadvantages. The best course, therefore, might be
to combine them by giving the borrower the option of selecting either

(a) a rate on the scale of rates depending on the final
maturity, or

(b) a rate representing the cost to rrower of a
ptubli ri -aade imtamedus wit 4dn
loan assuming approximately comparable average

rities.

14. Loans to market eligible countries would not necessarily be linked
to projects in the narrow sense of the term. The time and labor necessary
for a detailed project appraisal and follow-up are less justified in de-
veloped countries whose projects are usually competently set up and operated
and need the Bank's influence and supervision less. In accordance with
established policy, the Bank would relate its lending to increasing the
productivity and exports of the country concerned, examining its economic
situation and prospects, reviewing its major investment needs and the
reasons why domestic resources needed to be supplemented by foreign bor-
rowing. For the purposes of Article III of the Articles of Agreement,
the Bank would in some circumstances regard as the "project" a development



program or planned development in a particular sector or part of the country,
and the loan would be disbursed for this purpose. The extent to which the
Bank would study the program or examine specific projects in it would have
to be decided on a case-to-case basis in the light of circumstances.

S. R. Cope
October 20, 1964



ANNEX

Yields on Selected Issues in Airiterdam,
Londoe York, and Zurich

Yields are expressed as percentages and are calculated
to final redemption date or to call date whichever gives
the lower yield. They take into account currency options,
where applicable, and are based on end-August prices.

Amsterdam London New York Zurich
Australia

73 bonds 1958-78 4.61
51,4; stock 1960-80 6.11
hV bonds 1960-75 3.80

Austria

57T bonds 1958-73 6.11
L' bonds 195L-80 5.11
4 bonds 1954-80 3.60
h bonds 1954-80 5.28

Denmark
4% bonds 1938-68 4.46

3-, bonds 19h6-72 6.09
5 jo bonds 1959-7h 4.57
hg bonds 1959-74 3.55

Finland
7o bonds 1961-76 4.75

Italy (Cassa per il Mezzo.)
/- 5 a bonds 1959-74 6.05

L&?a bonds 1961-7h 5.16

Japan
&, bonds 1952-69 5.96

5 bonds 1959-71 5.25

New Zealand
3 stock 1954-8h 6.oo
521 bonds 1958-70 4.65

Norway
4 bonds 1955-75 5.07

4-ik bonds 1951-66 5.12
53 bonds 1958-73 5.11

35 bonds 1938-71 3.80
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Market Loans

1. The Bank has currently under consideration applications in sub-
stantial amounts from countries (such as Italy, Japan and Norway) which
normall would depend largely on private capital markets for their ex-
eiinal capital needs,

2. The Bank was intended to supplement, not to supplant borrowing
by its members in capital markets, Article III, Section V(ii) of the
Articles of Agreement provides that the Bank should lend only after it
satisfies itself that "in the,,rgvailing market conditions the borrower
would be unable otherwise to obtain the loan under conditions which, in
the opinion of the Bank, are reasonable for the borrower,"

3. In the past, the Bank has acted in accordance with this provision
by lending, not only to the underdeveloped countries of the world, but
also to countries which had established market credit, but which were un-
able to satisfy fully their requirements for external funds.

4. While over the past few years countries with established market
credit have been able to raise substantial amounts in the capital markets
of the world, the amounts they can raise on reasonable terms may still
fall short of their requirements. Where this is the case, further Bank
lending can be justified.

5. The rates of interest at which funds are at present available to
foreign borrowers in the principal capital markets of the world are gen-
erally higher than the rate of 5-1/2% which is currently charged by the
Bank, except in Switzerland, These rates, however, can still be con-
sidered "reasonable" for the borrowers within the terms of Article III,
Section h(ii), and the Bank can still press applicants for loans to resort
to the market wherever possible. As long as funds are available at lower
cost from the Bank, however, it is difficult to make sure that borrowing
from the Bank is not a substitute for borrowing from market sources, in-
stead of being a supplement to it. If borrowing from the Bank were more
expensive (or at least no cheaper) than borrowing in the market, there
would be reater assurance that Bank funds were meeting a need that could
not be met in the market.

6. These considerations lead to the conclusion that on loans to coun-
tries which normally cover a substantial part of their external capital
needs by borrowing on the capital markets of the world, the Bank should
charge a rate of interest which in some way or other would reflect the
price generally paid by borrowing governments in those markets, It is
not necessary at this stage to decide upon a list of countries coming
into this category. In the past the Bank has never listed all the coun-
tries to which it would not lend because they were able to rely on their
own resources. The decision whether to lend or not has been made from
time to time in the light of circumstances. Similarly the countries
which might be termed "market countries" would be determined as cases come
up for consideration.
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7. Since the objective is to make the Bank's interest rate for mar-
ket countries reflect market conditions, it would be logical for the
Bank in fixing its interest rate on any loan to rely on the market's
assessment of the individual country's credit. This raises the question
as to which market is to provide the measure, for the rates paid by bor-
rowers in various markets vary widely. If, however, the Bank's loan
were to be made in conjunction with a public offering of a significant
size, the cost of the public issue could determine the rate charged by
the Bank.

8. This might not always be practicable, In many instances a Bank
loan could not be arranged to coincide with a public offering, The
choice in such cases would lie between (a) making a judgement of what
the cost of borrowing would be if a public offering were made or (b) ap-
plying a fixed rate, or a fixed scale of rates, which would be applicable
to all market borrowers.

9. As to the first alternative, it must be said that in the absence
of a public offering the determination of the rate in any individual case
would be extremely difficult, since rates vary from one market to another,
and since even in a single market the right rate to apply, although based
on market prices, must in the last resort be a matter of judgement.

10. As to the second, it is clear that a rate or schedule of rates,
common to all market countries, would be simple and would not be regarded
as discriminatory. On the other hand, it would mean that most countries
would pay more (some might conceivably pay less) than would be indicated

~Aby the quotations of their bonds. In the end, however, the difference
between the two methods might be less than appears to be the case at
first sight. If, having made a loan at the fixed rate, the Bank sold
part of it at an interest saving to the borrower, the result to the bor-
rower (to the extent of these sales) might not be so very different from
what it would have been had the interest rate been fixed in the first
instance on the basis of a market quotation.

U1. If the idea of having a common rate is accepted, the question
arises as to whether there should be a single rate or a scale of rates,
depending on the maturity of the loan, The answer depends on whether
there are special arguments applying to the countries under considera-
tion which do not apply generally. Almost by definition these countries
are in a relatively strong economic position, and they are usually able
to amortize their loans faster than poorer countries can. Since they
are able to repay more quickly, it is to the advantage of the Bank to en-
courage them to accept a shorter amortization period, since the Bank will
be repaid sooner and be able to sell maturities more readily, thereby
turning over its funds more rapidly. The conclusion is that if treat-
ment common to all market countries is applied, a scale of rates is pref-
erable to a single rate, the rates being lowest for the shortest loans
and highest for the longest.
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12. The range of this scale should be determined by reference to the
rates which the countries concerned would have to pay in the market at
the time. It would change upwards or downwards with changes in the gen-
eral level of interest rates and while in no sense being a scientifically
weighted average would represent a rough measure of the cost of borrowing
in major capital markets. Since the purpose is to induce borrowers to
go to the market before they approach the Bank, the scale of rates should,
if anything, be above market rates rather than below. Since rates vary
from one borrower to another and are different in different markets, the
scale determined by the Bank must necessarily be somewhat aitrary.
Under current conditions a maximum of 6-1/2% and a minimum of 6% seems
appropriate, as shown below:

Final Maturity Date Rate

Up to 10 years 6%
Between 10 and 15 years 6-a/%
Iore than 15 years 6-1/2%

Annexed is a statement showing present yields on a representative list
of foreign bonds.

13. Any one method of determining the rate of interest on market loans
has advantages and disadvantages. 'he best course, therefore, might be
to combine them by giving the borrower the option of selecting either

(a) a rate on the scale of rates dependlxg on the final
maturity, or

(b) a rate representing the cost to the borrower of a
public offering made simultaneously with the Bank
loan.

The borrower would further have the option of selecting the final ma-
turity date.

lh. Loans to countries with established market credit would not neces-
sarily be linked to projects in the narrow sense of the term. The time
and labor necessary for a detailed project appraisal and follow-up are
less justified in developed countries whose projects are usually compe-
tently set up and operated and need the Bank's influence and supervision
less. As always, the Bank would relate its lending to the general de-
velopment of the country concerned, examining its economic situation
and prospects, reviewing its major investment needs and the reasons why
domestic resources needed to be supplemented by foreign borrowing. For
the purposes of Article III of the Articles of Agreement, the Bank might
regard as the "project" either a development program or planned develop-
ment in a particular sector or part of the country, and the loan would
be disbursed for this purpose. The extent to which the Bank would study
the program or examine specific projects in it would have to be decided
on a case-to-case basis in the light of circumstances.

S. R. Cope
October 15, 1964



ANNEX

Yields on Selected Issues in Amsterdam,
London, New York, and Zurich

Yields are expressed as percentages and are calculated
to final redemption date or to call date whichever gives
the lower yield. They take into account currency options,
where applicable, and are based on end-August prices.

Amsterdam London New York ZV1rich
Australia

5% bonds 1958-78 4.61
5 o stock 1960-80 6.11
4WS bonds 1960-75 3.80

Austria
5V bonds 1958-73 6.11
L45 bonds 195h-80 5.11
4 bonds 1954-80 3.60
14d bonds 1954-80 5.28

Denmark
L C bonds 1938-68 4.46

31. bonds 1946-72 6.09
5V. bonds 1959-74 4.57
4 T bonds 1959-74 3.55

Finland
5% bonds 1961-76 4.75

Ital (Cassa per il hezzo.)
5f bonds 1959-74 6.05
4 bonds 1961-74 5.16

C bonds 1952-69 5.96
5W bonds 1959-74 5.25

New Zealand
3 stock 1954-84 6.oo
5- bonds 1958-70 4.65

Norway
h bonds 1955-75 5.07
425 bonds 1951-66 5.12
54 bonds 1958-73 5.11
3% bonds 1938-71 3.80
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'.%0 rate of Interest n &Uy cbaxgW ty the o0rb$ Dank
As related to the cost of Bak borxobdngo 14mg as the Credt
Of the d03ttor countrioo in not estan u shed Ln the Mazxet, there
is aO theg MY to deteatm.e the *a 1wing rate. ank
is now cort deri," wt the it ould cbar" a dif 4ent rate for
the comt-ries Which hmme an estabad Credit Ln thW fa mnenC.
vmwkets.* The quetion than &a**e wdt =ato coujLd be applied to
tbeae 0;KntxAA&,.

2. agically the bank's land:W4 rate eould be 4i mwtly related
t* the vArket rate, but this =Looes a aar of difficult issues.
The market rate varies (a) tm 4 nunket to anoter,
(b) vcm on0 debtr contry to wthor, &W (a) acoording to time.

3.IS 4ar901"Mn t9arin oilmkAW The differaaces between
the yieUd btatninq tor jxwAs of the secountry a"e substantWa
fzV0 one warket to ^atber A* and from aue currency of jssue to

4moter. Swiss frOMa bonds Of Austr"ta yield between 4.34% and
4.75% It zurieb. StUrlire bonda of the S&M 00utry yld between
5.75% and 6% In landa. The is truw of aUl otber debtor
CountrIes. TMe biggest spread pz%*ably concerns Xtaly wbL4* ba
coo boLsd amm 11 ftiterlaWd yleldin 4.65% and another one ja
NNW York Yield3ng almost 6.5S" V/. Gm er=Uy SpeakIng, qwjs
franw J-GOMS g1VO the lowest yieMd, Marks &Md round steriag
issues the blgbast, 4nd dollar issues semw~at jess, thb" the
Avers"e kbtwoem tbe" two extreMes.

4. , th*i aweangea coujLd, of Couroe, be 00"puted apprOX"O.-
tey ut they would not take account Of the 9*Ct that the sixes

of each of tbe markets am not oomporable. Amsterdw Londcm
(and Paris) hmm a system of c taL issue, Cnt=]L m&ch gives
P"""CxaOI% tO CMrI*Un borXenWI:8, 6#g. MOV*,O& Of the CoMmoaNWeath

All tigres of end Jxne 1964.
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on the vodo arket. Za SN~timrtand thw types of lorrowers
aria less important OMa timimg, kut the amount Of etc issue
Ln Zuridh is relAtively small, the equivaent of $15 mm1Uso
teing constdexed a sizt bl knd- issue.s In Now York the amamnts
are larger than In most other warkato. If one country atteMpted
to float bnds In all principal finww-a vwrl.ts at aLbout the
same tlme, it would prolably Le OUP. to colect in New York over
arw--ba1f of thea total, ond It ould also roturn to tho o York
MA ket more often than to the othars. The 4orld B&W itself
would not expeLt to Issue in Zurope in any given year more than
&Iout onoofifth ofl total of ay $500 mi no It would seem
th@refore that bOth the aritItit averages Int the weighted
averalps of possible interest ratez AKuld point to tboh ew York
rate an ProvidIng the rest teft.

-So YA"iAt&Un LWoM ZWUntr 12 2WAa But this doce not provide
a full anwr to the questlon. 13%e obligations of various tarrow-

1W countxl"s command variou ratcas. Taking* tho New York market
alone, Auxtzallan bonds yield between 4-3/4% ad 5.101-4 Norwegian
tand, ketw.,un 5% and S-3/6-Yo Jspaneose bxnde aroumd 5.45% &Wd
Italian hbnW& axcAvO 5.9M0, %. L4ubly spe4"in9# the range amowg
the"e four countries is batwaen Y/4 and 504. The recent Mexico
A-auo was a 4-1/r,4 at 15 yieare,, to yiOAd 6-3/44,ie distinctly
higher dhI ta pracsdlng Isoances.

6.* Asmu"4n that the Nw rate wr ta4en as a roug t basis
of OOMPUtatOn, one should, of COa..U, correct it Vy aming &VOUM
3/8 or /% to the cuxrent yIeld tce, in order to compute the
real cost to the borrower, one must taKe acoont of (a) the issuing
dharges uhich at 2-1/2% of the priwipal would represent about
1/4 of I% a y4Wr an a 15 or 20 ymr4:*W# and (b) tho premium
enjoyed 1,y alxeay sasoned isau*3nhich may be estimated very
rovqly at 1/ to 1/4% in Uart of yIeld. TS would result in

a borrowlW rate for AustralIa of axound 5-/4% to 5-1/2%l for
round 51/2% to 5-3/4%; for Jn amund 5-3/4% to 6%1

for Italy around 6-1/4% to 6-1/ and for Mw o well over 71.
It i a Azt"exstng to note that lax the case of Austx;L4A and Norway,
the" rates ar, roghly the sav- as the otandard lendizg rate
of the Jorld ZWak, lut that J- and Italy wuuld xate 1/2% to
1% htghor than our s rate, Pkadoo still re. Theo
0"Putationa take no account of thi e g equalizatioa tax,

Uhich adda roughly 1% to thc annual cost of borrowing in ftw York.
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7, In 4d"taiw, yi id ay vary quite substantiauy
f==m tUe to tine an tho *ame market for the soeboxwds. Over
the Uamt ywaw varlatloaw In yilW of as wich an a quarter or a
half per cent couW be abservod in Now York and In Laxno. Thie
suggests that if the max'kt rate were taken as a basis for the
landinog rate, the sme untrion wmWl enjoy difftrent rates
scmordlnq to the tiigof the loan amntract. At the very moment

when an offort to belng ma"e to stat,111ze the stavdard lmadng
rate of the bank. a =nmplicated wnd uwprodictVAnl pattern of
rates would emrgp for t most desirable detrs. EMem it
one market only a- How York - were taken an a basis# rates would
vary over time ad tLLy would vary from one borrowUn country to

Owthex. In addition, Countries with the lest credit woud be
treated better than those less favorad In the mLrkat, Uhile the
countrlus with no estAOA ex cM rodit rating would Vbe offered
the atenArd4 rato and therctore ke treated test of al". 14an
noottationa wuuld becom,, most 6elicate.,

8. Unde th circmstances, osm cann3t rut woodar whether a
single rate mould wt b. kvtter for the o callod aNket wligitL,"
cOOtx, Add a im*d auount to the staaar4 Pan, rate for

a"l Ma kt-weligible 1)arroweQr* wxuld e1Uimte the lmsqwaity of
teatwoat reforrad to in tboa procuding paragraphs, It would Lbe

leas logicaU I ut more practical thmn a serJa of difforent xate*
as discussedn abov".

9.A 4 4xqn ot 1/6, L~e. eqwa to the eAchange equalization tax,
woald have th &d^ntage of placing the Bank above the suspicioa
of wlndiay fa%41itatlag Qoports of capital 4Agane thbe POLICY of
thw U.S. Tzeasaey* It would *an a 6-1/2% rate of interest for

tbow Market-eligrIble borreoel this corresponds ro 39hly, .
Lndicated in pa:=raph b, to what Australia, Aorway and Japan
might hav to pay if thoy floated an issue in New York, account
Lving tai -n Of the equalisation tax. it would* howext L* Lowr
than what Italy, and of CoUrse HexLCO, would hav* to pay. In
abort, Izatead of lasing thm bank~s lending rate on the market
rate for 'the Londs of the market-eligible ountrieis# the tirld

would still base Its own cmning rate an the cont of the
mkony to it, ut at an interest premtum correspowding to tho
Interest equansation tax.

f V/MIC
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Room 946, July 22, 19614, 9:30 a.m.

Present: Messrs. Woods (Chairman), Wilson, Aldewereld, Alter, Broches,
Cargill, Cavanaugh, Chadenet, Cope, Mendels, Moussa, Reid, Rist,
Goodman, Gordon, Larsen, Wishart, Davies (Secretary)

AREA OPERATIONS

Western Hemisphere

1. Mr. Alter reported that he had discussed Mexico's borrowing program
with the Minister of Finance, who had agreed to increase public investment
by Mex$ 1.2 billion over the next year. The Minister had said, however,
that he could not see his way to increase the power tax as previously agreed,
even though, as Mr. Alter indicated, this would place an obstacle in the
way of the contemplated $125-150 million power loan. The Minister had
expressed the hope that the next Government might be able to take this step.
The Bank would proceed to appraise the power projects on the assumption that
the tax would in due course be increased. Appraisal missions were also
being arranged for projects in other sectors.

South Asia and Middle East

2. Mr. Reid reported that at the July 16 "pledging" meeting of the Pakista4
Consortium, commitments totalling $431 million of aid had been made for
1964-65, the last year of the five-year plan: $425 million had been pledged
at the corresponding 1963 meeting for the year 1963-64, but additional
contributions of $17.5 million had been made during that year. The Bank
had pledged $30 million and IDA $50 million, subject to the usual provisos.
The meeting had been more or less of a formality, largely because of the
absence of the bargaining which had prevailed in previous years. The aid
offered by Canada, France, Germany and Japan had been on better terms than
in the previous year.
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Europe

3. Mr. Cope reported that:

(a) Yugoslavia would release the rest of its 9% subscription over a
seven-year period.

(b) Spain had agreed not to exclude Yugoslavia from bidding for the
supply of equipment under the proposed railway loan (SSm/M/64-27), if
Yugoslavia did not discriminate against Spain in connection with

procurement under Bank loans.

INDUS BASIN

4. Mr. Aldewereld reported that meetings of the Agricultural and Dam
Sites Sub-Committees of the Indus Basin power and water resources study
group had taken place in London and Boston respectively.

GENERAL TRAING PROGRAM

5. The Committee considered the section (paragraphs 85-92) of the Report
of the Committee on Training aid Career Development (SSM/A/64-43) dealing
with the General Training Program. There was no dissent from the recommenda-
tion made in the report that the program be discontinued.

6. It was agreed that the report would be considered as a whole at a
later meeting.

MARKET LOANS

7. The meeting considered the paper on "Market Loans" (SSM/A/6h-hh).

8. The proposal in the paper was criticized on the grounds that for the
Bank to charge certain countries a rate (or rates) of interest higher than
others was inappropriate for a cooperative institution, which should charge
the same rate to all its members. Moreover, it was contrary to sound
banking practice to penalize the borrowers with the highest credit, and to
do so would lead potential investors in the Bank's bonds to believe that
the Bank was correspondingly planning to charge uneconomically low rates to

its poorer borrowers. They had accepted the affiliation to the Bank of IDA,
which relied on funds provided by governments, but if they thought that the
Bank also was going to charge "give-away" rates, its reputation as a sound
lending institution would be seriously impaired.
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9. Against this view, it was urged that the Bank was not a cooperative

institution in a sense which precluded it from treating different members
according to their circumstances, and that a sound lender did not charge

the same rate to every borrower. It was quite possible that a year later

the customary formula (market rate plus 1-1/4%) for determining the Bank's

interest rate might dictate a rise from 5-1/2% to 5-3/4% or 6%; it would

be preferable in such circumstances to raise the rate to "market credit"

countries only, keeping it at 5-1/2% for the mass of borrowers.

10. Opinions differed on whether, as the paper proposed, the Bank should

charge each "market credit" country a rate based on its individual market
rating, or whether it should, at a given time, apply a single "market rate"
to all countries in this category. It was agreed that "market rate" was an

unequivocal concept only when a Bank loan was made "in tandem" with a

market issue by the borrowing country and, when there was no simultaneous
market issue, the concept became hypothetical and arbitrary. In the latter
case, to try to keep as close as possible to the idea of a market rate would
involve the Bank in difficult and invidious estimates and an undesirable
multiplicity of rates, since there was considerable difference in the market
standing of the "market credit" credit countries; some could borrow at
little more than 5-1/2%, while others would have to pay 6-1/2%; moreover,
different rates prevailed on the New York and European markets. An
arbitrary single market rate would avoid these complications; on the other

hand, it would penalize the countries with higher ratings as against those
with lower.

11. The Chairman said that it did not seem unreasonable to divide the
Bank's borrowers into two categories, those with no market standing and
those with market standing, and to charge two rates; the former a rate
based upon the cost of money to the Bank, and the latter a rate related to
what they would pay in the market.

12. In reply to the suggestion that dollar loans to market credit countries

might be criticized in the U.S. as frustrating the intention of the proposed

interest equalization tax, it was pointed out that, by raising its rate to

such borrowers, the Bank would be making access to it more difficult for

them. Its rate for such dollar loans would have to take account of the
interest equalization tax.

13. It was noted that the resale in the U.S. by the Bank of "market loans"
would involve S.E.C. registration of the obligations; in the case of "in

tandem" issues, this would be taken care of by the bankers concerned. As

regards the possibility that such resale would be regarded with disfavor by
the borrowers as spoiling the market for further issues on their part, the
Chairman said that he thought that there was a trend in the U.S. towards
the holding of more foreign bonds which, in the long run, would make such
fears groundless.



14. It was pointed out that while for some "market loans" the "specific

project" link might be completely severed, it would often be desirable to

retain it, though in a form more or less attenuated, according to the
circumstances.

ADJOURNMENT

15. The meeting adjourned at 11:10 a.m.

C. H. Davies
Secretary
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CONFIDENTIAL

MARKET LOANS

Aide Memoire

1. For some time now I have been thinking about our policy in
relation to lending to the more developed countries, and I have reached
the stage at which I should like to explore some ideas with you. The
prospect of further lending to Japan, Norway and possibly Italy make
consideration of the matter timely.

2. When the Bank was created, the intention was to supplement,
not to supplant, lending by private capital markets. While it was ex-
pected at Bretton Woods that during the immediate postwar period ace.
cess by many countries to such markets would be limited, it was ex-
plicitly provided in Article III, Section 4 (ii) that the Bank should
lend to a country only after it had satisfied itself that "in the pre,
vailing market conditions the borrower would be ..unable otherwise to
obtain the loan under conditions which, in the opinion of the Bank,
are reasonable for the borrower."

3. In the past, the Bank has acted in accordance with this pro-
vision by lending not only to the underdeveloped countries of the world,
but also to those countries in Eirope and elsewhere which have estab-
lished market credit, but which, because of the limited absorbtive ca-
pacity for foreign issues in the major capital markets or of special
factors operating in individual cases, were unable to fully satisfy
their requirements for funds.

h. In recent years, hcwever, several of these countries have
succeeded in obtaining substantial amounts in foreign capital markets.
The rates of interest at which funds are at present available in capi-
tal markets are generally higher than the rate charged by the Bank, but
they can still be considered to be "reasonable" for the borrowers with-
in the terms of Article III, Section 4 (ii).

5, Therefore, the question arises whether lending to these coun-
tries at rates appreciably below the rates at which the open market
values their credit can continue to be justified. The amounts that can
be raised in normal commercial channels by most of these countries will
fall short of their requirements, and this may continue to be so for
some more years. Whenever this is the case, and where the countries
concerned are creditworthy and are following proper policies, further
Bank lending would be justified. ith funds available at lower cost
from the Bank, it is virtually impossible to determine the extent to
which borrowing from the Bank supplements rather than supplants bor-
rowing from commercial sources, If borrowing from the Bank were on
about the same terms as the market, there would be greater assurance
that Bank funds were meeting a need that could not be met in the J
market.
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6. What I have in mind is that, in the case of these countries,
the Bank should make loans at rates reflecting the market rating of
their bonds, or at its standard rate, whichever is higher. These loans
would be disposed of at future times as opportunity offered, marketing
techniques being adapted to conditions ruling at the time and place of
sale.

7. It is inherent in this approach that the Bank should rely on
the market's assessment of the appropriate rate of interest to be applied.
I would hope and expect that a loan of this kind would be made at the
same time as a public issue in the market. This, however, will not~~V- -
ways~bepoibleanci in such cases the rate would have to be determined
after discussion with the borrower and his bankers.

8. Such loans would not necessarily be linked to projects in the
narrow sense of the term. We are all aware of the strain which the in-
crease in the Bank's membership has imposed on our technical appraisal
staff. The time and labor necessary to appraise a project and follow
it up are less justified in the case of projects in developed countries
which are usually competently set up and operated and where, therefore,
the Bank's influence and supervision are less needed. Where in these
cases there appears to be no useful purpose to be served by following
the Bank's usual project approach, the Bank would relate its loan to
the general development of the country, and restrict itself to an over-
all examination of its economic situation and prospects. Such an ex-
amination would include a review of major investment needs and of the
reasons why domestic resources need to be supplemented with foreign
borrowing. Another variation from the usual project approach could be
to identify the Bank lending with a specific project, but rely on
covenants and agreements to assure the investment in the manner and
for the purpose planned.

9. Such a procedure might apply to Australia, Austria, Denmark,
Italy, Japan, Norway, and New Zealand. Others, might be donsidered upon
further review. 'The decision on which countries should come under the-
new procedure will not be easy to make, but would present a less diffi.-
cult problem than some others we have to face. It would certainly be
less difficult than deciding on eligibility for IDA credits, since in
the case of a market loan we have at least market judgements and cri-
teria as a basis for our decision.

10. I think it is important that the Bank's role of facilitating
the movement of private capital into international investment should be
played to the full. In recent years the Bank, in my view rightly, has
concentrated on those of its members who were least developed and in
consequence were least in touch with private investors. It should not
be forgotten, however, that the Bank has a complementary role in re-
lation to more developed countries, namely, to do more to create market
interest in their obligations and to tide them over periods in which
for one reason or another the market cannot give them what they need.
These loans, because they would be at higher rates, would be easier to
sell than loans at the Bank's conventional rate. I believe that these



objectives would be achieved more effectively if we were prepared in
appropriate cases to make our lending procedures more flexible along
the lines I have described.

U. The ideas I have outlined have many facets, I have already
explored with the staff some of the implications of this proposal.
Further study is needed, but so far we have not come up against any
insuperable difficulties. Before, however, we go much further, I
wanted to obtain your reaction on the general approach. If we agree
that the matter should be pursued, I shall have a detailed study made
of the proposals and have a paper prepared for your consideration.

S. R. Cope
July 21, 1964
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Market Loans

Draft of oral statement to be made by the President
to the Executive Directors

1. For some time now I have been thinking about our policy in
relation to lending to the more developed countries, and I have reached
the stage at which I should like to explore some ideas with you. Two
recent applications for loans from Italy and Norway and the prospect of
further lending to Japan make consideration of the matter all the more
timely.

2. As you know, when the Bank was set up, the intention was to
supplement, not to supplant, lending by private capital markets. While
it was expected at Bretton Woods that, during the immediate postwar pe-
riod, access by many countries to such markets would be limited, it was
explicitly provided in Article III, Section 4 (ii) that the Bank should
lend to a country only after it had satisfied itself that "in the pre-
vailing market conditions the borrower would be unable otherwise to
obtain the loan under conditions which, in the opinion of the Bank, are
reasonable for the borrower."

3. In the past, the Bank has acted in accordance with this pro-
vision by lending not only to the underdeveloped countries of the world,
but also to more developed countries in Europe and elsewhere which, be-
cause of the limited reception given to foreign issues in the major
capital markets or of special factors operating in individual cases,
would otherwise have been unable to raise the money they needed abroad.

4. .In recent years, however, several of the developed countries
have succeeded in obtaining substantial amounts in foreign capital mar-
kets. The rates of interest at which funds are at present available in
capital markets are generally higher than the rate charged by the Bank,
but they can still be considered to be "reasonable" within the terms of
Article III, Section 4 (ii).

The question, therefore, arises whether lending to these coun-
tries at all and especially lending to them at rates below market rates
continues to be justified. In my opinion, the amounts that can be raised
in private markets by most of these countries will fall short of their
requirements and this may continue to be so for some more years. Then-
ever this is the case, and where the countries concerned are creditworthy
and are following proper policies, further Bank lending would be justified.
With funds available at lower cost from the Bank, it is difficult, if not
impossible, to determine the extent to which borrowing from the Bank sup-
plements rather than supplants market borrowing. If borrowing from the
Bank were on the same terms as the market, there would be greater assur-
ance that Bank funds were meeting a need that could not be met in the
market.
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6. During the past years the Bank has been able to sell a growing
proportion of its loans to the more developed countries to private in-
vestors, and it seems reasonable to expect that, apart from measures such
as the proposed interest equalization tax in the U.S.A., the opportuni-
ties for such sales will continue. Thus, the role of the Bank in assisting
countries which are normally able to meet in the market a substantial part
of their needs for external capital should increasingly be one of tiding
them over relatively short periods, until their needs can be met from the
market, rather than in playing an active part over a long period in their
economic development. This would not necessarily mean lending at short
term. A country normally importing long-term capital from the market
might find this process temporarily interrupted and would therefore need
long-term capital from the Bank until the market could again satisfy its
needs. What I have in mind is that, in the case of these countries, the
Bank should make loans at rates reflecting the market rating of their
bonds, or at its standard rate, whichever is higher, and would expect to
receive bonds of a marketable type and market them through the countries,
own investment bankers as suitable opportunities arose,

7. It is inherent in this approach that the Bank should rely on
the market's assessment of the appropriate rate of interest to be ap-
plied. I would hope and expect that a loan of this kind would be made
at the same time as a public issue in the market. This, however, will
not always be possible, and in such cases the rate would have to be
determined after discussion with the borrower and his bankers. The
judgment should be that of the market, the decision that of the Bank.

8. These loans would not necessarily be linked to projects in
the narrow sense of the term. After all, loans issued in the market
are customarily for general purposes. Moreover, we are all aware of
the strain which the increase in the Bank's membership has imposed on
our technical appraisal staff. The time and labor necessary to ap-
praise a project and follow it up are less justified in the case of
projects in developed countries which are usually competently set up
and operated and where, therefore, the Bank' s influence and supervision
are less needed. It may therefore be wise in the case of loans to these
countries to omit detailed project appraisals, restricting ourselves to
an overall examination of their economic situation and prospects. Such
an examination would include a review of their major investment needs
and of the reasons why they need to supplement domestic resources with
foreign borrowing.

9. Conceived in this way the proposal might apply to the fol-
lowing countries: Australia, Austria, Denmark, Italy, Japan, Norway,
and New Zealand. Some of these countries may be borderline cases.
Others which I have not mentioned might be considered upon further re-
view. The decision on which countries should come under the new pro-
cedure will not always be easy to make, but this would be a less diffi-
cult problem than some of the others we have to face daily. It would
certainly be less difficult than deciding on eligibility for IDA credits,
since in the case of a market loan we have at least market judgments and
criteria as a basis for our decision,
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10. I think it is important that the Bankis role of facilitating
the movement of private capital into international investment should
be played to the full. In recent years the Bank, in my view rightly,
has concentrated on those of its members who were least developed and
in consequence were least in touch with private investors, We must not
forget, however, that there is a complementary role in relation to more
developed countries, namely to do more to create market interest in their
obligations and to tide them over periods in which for one reason or an-
other the market does not give them what they need, while at the same
time not locking up too much capital in loans that we cannot sell out of
portfolio. I believe that these objectives would be achieved more effec-
tively if we were prepared in appropriate cases to make our lending pro-
cedures more flexible along the lines I have described.

11. The ideas I have outlined have many facets. I have already
explored with the staff some of the implications of this proposal.
Further study is needed but, so far, we have not come up against any
insuperable difficulties. Before, however, we go much further I wanted
to obtain your reaction on the general approach. If we agree that the
matter should be pursued, I shall have a detailed study made of the pro-
posals and have a paper prepared for your consideration.

S. R. Cope
June 30, 1964


